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MANY AMERICANS are becoming aware of a desire to
perpetuate their cultural heritage. Although many early
immigrants wanted to blend into American society and
did not emphasize their cultural traditions, succeeding
generations of Americans of Danish and other descent have
recently discovered an interest in their intellectual, cultural
and social heritage.

DANISH AMERICANS have a unique opportunity
to
participate in two cultures. However, because of a rapid
blending into American society, few enjoy the completeness
of this dual heritage of Danish and American traditions.
Fortunately, many individuals are now discovering that their
interest in Danish culture is shared by others.

THE DANISH AMERICAN HERITAGE SOCIETY was
established in 1977 to explore and record the history of
Danish immigrants -- a history reflecting the ideals,
strengths and traditions they brought with them. The
Society is committed to stimulating
interest in the
Danish cultural contribution and to preserving it for
future generations.
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T!te Bridge and the Newsletter are semi-annual publications of the Society. We invite manuscripts dealing with all aspects
of the Danish immigrant experience in North America. Our goal is
broad: it is to promote the study of Danish and Scandinavian
Americanhistory and culture. All material which illuminates the
lives of Danish American individuals, groups, organizations, and
communities, as well as material dealing with themes in history
andculture, will be considered for publication. Please address submissions to the Editor. We have frequently observed that many
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Editorial Statement
For 21 years The Bridge has published articles that illuminate the lives of Danish American individuals, groups,
organizations, and communities as well as material dealing
with themes in history and culture. This issue continues
that tradition.
Our first article is a reprint of two chapters from Oregon
Danish Colony, 1902-1952 by Gerald Rasmussen and Otto
Larsen. It is a fine study of the contributions of Danish
Americans to the life of a small community in the Willamette
Valley of Oregon. These chapters, and the book as a whole,
make a significant contribution to understanding the role of
Danes and Danish Americans to the fabric of American culture.
Karen Lassen's article on the Danish psyche as she interprets it through Hans Christian Andersen's tale "The Little
Mermaid" will probably be controversial. Her observations
are worth considering because of the feelings they arouse
and the introspection they will require. Her article is based
upon her own translation of the tale and that translation is
not included in the article.
Birgit Flemming Larsen's article about the Hans Christian
Andersen statue in Chicago is an interesting story of the
desire of Danish Americans to acknowledge and celebrate
their heritage. Readers may want to refer to an earlier article
in The Bridge, Erickson, Rolf, "J. Christina Bay and His
Account of Hans Christian Andersen's Visit to Chicago," 12:2
(1989), 64-85.
Ann Svendsen's article about the Danish community in
Tyler, Minnesota is an interesting summary of Danish activity there from its beginning to the present day. She deftly
presents the continuing, and changing, impact of Danish
Americans in one mid-western community.
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We bid farewell to you with this issue of The Bridge as the
leadership of the Danish American Heritage Society and editorial responsibility for our publications pass to other people
concerned about recording the contributions of Danes and
Danish Americans to our history and culture. It has been a
pleasure to be a member of the group that originally devoted
their time and efforts to organizing this task. We know that
this effort will be perpetuated and the products of their work
will continue to be noteworthy.
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Oregon Danish Colony:
Ethnic Assimilation in Junction City,
1902-1952
by Gerald Rasmussen and Otto Larsen

Founding the Colony
"A most desired place for Danish folks to settle." That
keynote launched the campaign to attract Danes to Junction
City.Who was the herald? What were the tidings?
The records are not particularly informative about A. C.
Nielsen. The Junction City Times only used the initials "A. C."
to refer to him. According to his great-grandson, Alfred
Christensen, his first name was Andreas and his middle
name was Christian, both common names in Denmark.
Nielsen was described as a "businessman" by a Danish
historian, Henrik Simonsen, in a book on the struggle of faith
and nationality in the Danish congregations of America.
Here, Nielsen was also characterized by the Danish word
markant,which means outstanding or notable. 1
It is known that Nielsen had lived in Tyler, Minnesota. He
was a member of the Danish Folk Society, an organization
devotedto the perpetuation of Danish language and culture
in America. To achieve that goal, the Society, among other
activities,sponsored colonies in North America. The records
of the organization suggest that Nielsen was an active member,perhaps even a leader.
It may also be surmised that Nielsen was a realtor. In
pril, 189t he placed an advertisement in a journal in
-11-

Denmark offering both cultivated farmland and wild prairie
acreage for sale in Tyler, Minnesota. 2
At some time during the 1890s, Nielsen moved from Tyler
to Withee, Wisconsin. That was not a great geographical or
cultural leap. It was simply a move from one small midwestern Danish colony to another. In Withee, Nielsen
stretched his outlook. His vision turned 2000 miles west.
There, he thought, would be a grand place to start a new
Danish colony.
To launch the enterprise, Nielsen visited several possible
sites in California and Oregon. He found what he was looking for in Junction City.
Land Purchase and Colony Promotion

In the Willamette Valley, Nielsen struck a remarkable
deal. He took an option on a 1600 acre block of land with the
stipulation that for five years the land could only be sold to
Danish immigrants. Later, restrictive sale clauses were
declared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court.
What was Nielsen's intent, other than making a profit
from a real estate transaction? He was a true colony builder.
His contract provided financial support for the creation of a
Danish Lutheran Church and a Danish cemetery. A few
details were reported on February 6, 1902, in the Weekly
Registerof Eugene:
A. C. Nielson [sic], the Junction City colony man was in
Eugeneon businessyesterday.Mr. Nielson will commenceat once
the erectionof a residencefor himself on the land, and the colonists
will soon begin arriving to take up their abodein the new Western
home. The land will be divided into lots of about 40 acres.The day
of the big farms in Lane county is drifting into the past. Smaller
areasand more intensifiedfarming are the coming program with
the Willamettevalley farmers. That means thousands of new people and an increasein land values, all of which augurs well for all
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lines of industry.
The campaign to promote the Oregon Danish Colony was
launched on February 26, 1902. Nielsen inserted an ad in
Dannevirke, a national Danish language newspaper published in Cedar Falls, Iowa. Not content to merely advertise
about the Oregon Dansk Koloni, he wrote a personal message
to the readers extolling the virtues of Junction City. As translated, Nielsen declared:
If one wishes to find a mild, healthy and good climate, then
accordingto what I have found out and experienced,this is the
mostdesiredplaceto settle, as the climateherehas much similarity
to Denmark's,except it is much milder here in winter. Very little
snowfalls and freezing weather is rareand then so mild that peopleleavethe root crops,cabbage,etc., out in the garden to harvest
as onehas use for them.
Fruit is cultivated a great deal here, and among the different
kinds,prunes are the most noteworthy;10 acresplanted with good
prunetreeswill, when well tended, give their owner an income of
$500to $800 a year.Similarly a goodwinter appleis of great value.
But one need not recommendfruit growing only, since general
farmingis alsowell regarded,both with referenceto cropsand livestock.During the open mild winters most animals, especially
yearlings,graze outdoors,but milk cows must, in orderto give the
bestresults,be providedwith some feed in the barns. On 20 acres
of the land that has been guaranteed to the Danes, last summer
therewas300 tons of cattlefeed grown, and on 100 acresthey harvested6000 bushelsof barley.
Therecouldbe many things I hopewill serve as evidenceof the
fertilityof the soil. Finally,just this, the land can be purchasedin
plotsfrom 20 to 160 acres,and the price is from $15 to $50 (per
acre)
. Only a few lots which have significant improvements are
higherpriced
Now let this matter be recommendedto fellow countrymen in
thehopethat I have beenfortunate enough to serve a good cause
andthatin a few yearswe may gather herearound our own church
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and school,becauseeven though there is plenty of opportunity for
just earning a good income,it would only be a desert if we did not
have the churchrootsand the cultural togetherness;and this is precisely why we gather in colonies- to preserveour Christian life
and our cultural uniqueness.It is also the case here that 80 acres
will be contributedto the congregationas soon as half of the 1600
acreshave beensold.
With this hearty greeting to friends among Dannevirke'sreaders from my wife and myself
A. C. Nielsen Junction City, Oregon,February11, 1902

Two scenes from the life of A.C. Nielsen, founder of the Danish
Colony in Junction City. Top, his home on Dane Lane. Below, Mr. and
Mrs. A.C. Nielsen in their flower garden.

(Photos courtesy of Marie and Fred Aasted)
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This was a personal testament. It denoted goals and
eflected ideals: "our own church and school," and ... "to preserve our Christian life and our cultural uniqueness." The
words yielded a prompt response. A few months later,
~unction City had a Danish Lutheran congregation. Nielsen
understood that a church was essential if a large number of
Danes were to be attracted to the new colony. 3
In September, 1902, two sons of the founder came to
Junction City. Their intent was to settle permanently in the
new Colony. They also gathered information to help recruit
others from back home. Soon they returned to Withee with
samples of grain and fruit from the new land of opportunity.
The samples were magnetic. A group of settlers accompanied
A.C. Nielsen, Jr. back to Junction City in February, 1903.
"Settlers" was the term used by The Times;which also reported
that yet another 25 were due to arrive from the east in March.
Danes were beginning to set roots in the fertile soil of the
Willamette Valley.
Coda

Creating a colony of Danes in Junction City did not follow
all the patterns experienced elsewhere. Missing was official
endorsement and absent was doctrinal religious controversy.
The founding was, at the outset, a private entrepreneurial
venture not certified or ratified by church or by Danish
promotional organizations. Many other settlements had the
official endorsement of one of the two Danish churches in
America, and sometimes also the support of the Danish
FolkSociety.
The other contrast centered on the church. 4 Unlike older
settlements in the mid-west, Junction City avoided the
dissent and the bitter controversy that shook and split the
Danish-American church into two separate bodies. One
faction, the followers of N.F.S. Grundtvig, set up its seminary
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at Grand View College, Des Moines, Iowa. The other faction,
the Inner Mission synod, located its seminary in Blair,
Nebraska. This schism took place less than a decade before
the Danish settlement in Junction City was founded.
A. C. Nielsen was an adherent of the Grundtvigian viewpoint. His real estate ads emphasized that Junction City
would follow that tradition. No doubt, this influenced
decisions to migrate, and affected the social-religious orientation of the Colony. Later, a lore developed about a
presumed contrast between so-called "Happy Danes" and
"Holy Danes." The offspring of Junction City immigrants
would be sent to Des Moines rather than to Blair if, in the
future, they opted to enroll in a Danish-American college.
The Junction City Colony was distinct in one other matter. From the start, Danes were in a small minority. Yet, the
influx of foreign born Danes caused curiosity in the larger
community. The local newspaper regularly reported on the
activities of the members of the new Colony.
When, in 1919, Yard Nelson moved to Junction City with
his family (his father became editor of The Times) he realized,
sometime during the first 24 hours, that there was a noticeable foreign element in his new home town.
When Yard was asked, "Why is that so vivid in your
memory?" he responded with a story of how, the day after
his family moved to town, a woman came to the door with a
welcoming gift. She spoke an incomprehensible language no
one in the family understood. It took Mrs. Nelson a few minutes to convince the visitor of that fact. The visitor, switching
to English, then explained that since their name was Nelson,
she assumed they were also Danes. Of course, Nelson
would have been Nielsen in Danish. But many Danes
"Americanized" their names. Hence the confusion.
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Sign of assimilation, Junction City, circa 1910. Looking west from
SouthernPacific railroad tracks down 6th Street. A Danish immigrant
ownedand operated the first store on the left. He anglicized his name.
Thesign reads:

Leo E. Cook
Confectionery and Cigars
Lunch and Coffee
(Photoused by permissionof the OregonHistoricalSociety)
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Organized Social Bonding
Danish immigrants like almost all immigrants, were joiners.
Once they had established colonies, homes, and churches,
they created a variety of secular organizations, clubs, and
societies to meet with their own kind, to celebrate heritage, to
enjoy social fellowship, to engage in recreation, or to undertake a variety of collective efforts to improve self and
economic well-being.
.
In Oregon, for example the Czechs in Scio formed what
they called the Sokol for gymnastics, sports, music and other
nationalistic activities .5 To the south, the Danes of Junction
City formed their own voluntary associations. In the early
days, the most prominent of these were the Danish
Brotherhood and Sisterhood Lodges, the Danish Young
Peoples' Society, the Danish Language Lending Library and
the Danish Gymnastic Teams. The social bonding that
arose in these groups sustained ethnic identity and nourished elements of the Danish cultural heritage. Ultimately,
it also helped breach the gap between Danish and
American folkways.

The Danish Brotherhood Lodge
On January 4, 1908, nineteen men, all born in Denmark,
organized the first of several Danish social organizations in
Junction City, a local chapter of a national lodge called the
Danish Brotherhood in Americas. 6
The national lodge, formed in 1882 in Chicago, was an
outgrowth of a military veteran's club organized for Danish
army veterans of the war with Prussia in 1864. Participation
in that war could not have been motivation for the charter
members in Junction City, the oldest of whom was 47, and
the youngest a mere 19. The names of the charter members
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do, however, clearly indicate that the Junction City Lodge
would indeed constitute a brotherhood of Danes. 7 New
members were recruited. within the first year, Anders
Jacobsen, Jens Nielsen, and Laurits Hansen joined the Lodge.
A few men held membership in the Brotherhood prior to
their arrival in Junction City. They probably were instrumental
in founding the local Lodge. Two were among the first elected
officers:Julius Wilde, Executive President, had been a member
in Dannebrog, Nebraska. Rasmus Andersen, President, had
been a member in Marinette, Wisconsin. At the first formal
meeting, Wilde and Andersen were installed, along with
other officers, by A.P. Gram who had traveled from Portland,
Oregon, for the ceremony. Perhaps he was persuaded to
make the trip by Jens (Jim) Larsen, a charter member who
once had belonged to the Portland Lodge.
By-laws and rules were adopted at the second meeting of
the Lodge. Then, as the minutes indicate, one of the important functions of the organization became apparent with the
appointment of the first committee. Its mandate was to
implement a remarkable support system, where members
cared for members.
Three men were the first to serve on the "Sick
Committee." The task for Hans Bodtker, Chris Mortensen,
andMads Jensen was to visit ill members, or those suffering
fromother forms of distress, and report their f1ndings to the
members. The Lodge as a whole acted on the committee
recommendations after it received written verification of
conditions from a medical doctor. In the 1930s, the amount
that could be allocated for support was $5 for one week of
homebound illness, with $3 a week if the illness continued.
What was the general intent, and the specific goals of this
organization? The minutes of early Lodge meetings clarify
thismatter in operational terms. In addition to providing aid
andcomfort for the ill and the distressed, two other elements
standout. The Brotherhood served as a life insurance society
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where policies could be purchased at reasonable rates. It was
also very active in devising opportunities for fun and fellowship for members, families, and friends.
The third meeting of the new Lodge exemplified the latter intent. It consisted of a dinner and dance at the Junction
City Opera House. Over time, the Lodge sponsored a variety
of social activities and supported various causes both Danish
and American. Prominent in the recreational domain were
the noted summer Brotherhood picnics.

In the Good Old Summertime
Picnics were a priority social activity for almost every
organization in Junction City. They required planning,
resources, and a suitable place for fun and food for families.
The Brotherhood understood that, and was successful,
but not without effort. Some accounts inform us not only
about the folkways of the period, but about how the symbols
of assimilation began to appear early in the Danish Colony.
Indeed, whereas there was formal resistance in the Danish
Church to the penetration of American cultural traits, the
Brotherhood and other Danish social organizations were
more exposed and more receptive to such "alien" intrusion 8
One of the early decisions by the Brotherhood was to
identify and rent a location for holding picnics, an activity
that remained an annual favorite for more than 30 years. The
first location on record was on the Johan Hentze farm, two
miles east of town and close enough to a slough off the
Willamette River to provide a swimming hole. The members
celebrated Independence Day, July 4, at that site in 1910. The
symbols are significant. The Danes were in a new environment, and they acknowledged it by observing this key
American holiday.
One year later, in 1911, the Brotherhood rented a picnic
site about one mile, closer to town beside what the Danes
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ailed "Andersen's Lake." 9 The rent was $15 per year which
·ncluded the right to build a 40'x 40' platform for dancing
nd permission to erect booths and place tables. This site
erved the Brotherhood well for years until they ventured
out to try other sites.

Scene from Brotherhood picnic at "Andersen's Lake." There were
many Andersens in Junction City. Danes referred to this family as
Andersen ved Laken (by the Lake), yet another example of ChicagoDansk.

In 1917, a 4th of July picnic was held at Peter Bodtker's
Immin the afternoon, followed by a dance that night in the
Dane Hall. In 1922, there were two picnics, one at Triangle
ke, some 20 miles west of town, and the other at Peoria,
ut 20 miles downstream on the Willamette River. In 1936,
e Brotherhood paid Hans Bodtker $15 for the use of
tker' s Grove, a favorite spot with maple, cottonwood
dash trees near the river. The minutes of July 2, 1940 read,
k Hans Bodtker if we can rent the picnic ground for one
·c at a time instead of renting it by the year. If he will not
t it that way it was decided to drop it." Apparently an
ment was not reached. The following August, a picnic
held at "Mossy Maples." Then in July and September,
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1941, picnics were held at Benton Lane park, owned by the
Oregon Electric Railroad station master, Mr. Mallory. The
park was six miles northwest of town and featured a fine
swimming pool, tall fir trees, and a dance hall. The war years
were now in force. Picnics were curtailed. After the war, the
Brotherhood stopped supporting what had been marvelous
ethnic excursions.
So much for the picnic grounds. Now the question
becomes, what made these outings so popular? What
took place?
At any Danish picnic, or gathering for that matter, the
first priority was food, or, what's on the table? In the early
days of the Brotherhood picnic each family brought its own
meal. Later, the American practice of pot-luck was adopted.
Informants today do not have a clear recall of the culinary
customs of that period. Certainly Danish meat balls were on
the menu. Later, second-generation married couples introduced both pie and cake. While no doubt delicious, they
were not typically Danish.
Conversation. A marvelous word, and a cherished practice among Danes at a picnic. It was a major activity
interspersed with everything else that went on. After food,
games dominated the scene. Children were constantly active,
and often creative in their playful interaction. Adults and
children participated together in horseshoe pitching, softball,
and in relays such as sack races and three-legged races.
Sometimes these were contests with prizes, like ice-cream
cones, awarded to the winners. Once an egg throwing contest
was tried. Persons paired off to play catch with an egg. After
each throw, the partners moved back one step. The pair that
moved the greatest distance apart without breaking an egg
won the contest. However, some were offended by the wastefulness, and that contest was not repeated.
The most prized activity for children and younger people
was to take advantage of the swimming hole, whether it be
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slough, river, lake, or pool. One rule, the interminable one
hour wait after eating, was rigidly enforced. It was universally understood that if you did not wait one hour after
eatingyou would surely get cramps and drown.
The afternoon refreshments included ice cream and soda
pop, "Orange Crush" was one of the favorites. Some older
members of the Brotherhood recall that beer was sometimes
available, even during the prohibition era which ended in
1933.Beer, and even stronger beverages, were not commonly
served but may have been smuggled in by a few individuals.
If and when this became known, there was considerable
critical discussion of the matter in the larger Danish
community. 10
Traditionally, the Brotherhood had a relaxed attitude
aboutthe consumption of alcohol. As early as 1912, a motion
not to have intoxicating beverages served at the Founders
Day Party was defeated. This was followed by a motion to
serveen snaps11 with the meal. That proposal was approved.
Theactual vote was not recorded.
Where Should the Lodge be Lodged?
Throughout the life of the Brotherhood in Junction City,
one issue resisted decisive resolution. This eternal enigma
involved a mundane matter: should the Lodge rent, buy, or
buildits own meeting hall?
The question surfaced time and again. First there was
indecisive discussion in 1909. Then, in 1916, the Brothers
explored a proposal for a joint construction project with
anotherlodge, and appointed a committee. No further action
was recorded.
Rental was the solution throughout the decade of the
1920s.The Brotherhood held meetings in the Odd Fellows
Hall, the Lee Building, the Dane Hall, and in a building
owned by the Woodmen of the World.
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In 1931, a move was made to purchase the Lee build·
Debt retirement required an annual payment of $100.
meet that obligation, each member would be assessed a s
cial fee. The vote was 24 to 3 to proceed with the purchase
committee pursued the details. On November 4, 1931,
Brotherhood canceled the effort. The Lee building would
be bought. No explanation is offered in the record. Perha
the impact of the Great Depression was the deciding facto
In April, 1936, the Brotherhood voted 14 to 10 to inves
gate whether to cooperate with the Grange to build a ne
hall. One month later, the Lodge decided not to pursue t
possibility.
Some members wanted the Lodge to erect its own bull
ing. A site was purchased. In May, 1937, a committ
reported that they could build for about $4000. This woul
include $943.43 for the cost of lumber. The decision w
deferred until the next meeting.
To build a new or to buy an old hall, that was the questio
The answer was a compromise. By a vote of 15 to 3, th
Brotherhood decided to buy part of the Woodmen hall
(now the Junction City Library), if the amount did not
exceed $1000. Money was tight. The minutes register that a
$200 loan could be made from member Jim Larsen "if
necessary." The financial picture brightened when the
Brotherhood sold the lot they had held for a possible
building site. In 1938, the deal between the American
Lodge and the Danish Lodge was consummated. Joint
tenancy proved to be an uneasy relationship.
The 1940s churned with inter-lodge discussions. The
Woodmen Lodge finally offered either to sell or to buy half of
the building for $2000. "By a large majority," the Brotherhood
voted to sell. Once again, by 1945, the Brothers were without
a regular meeting place. Interest in permanent housing
faded. From that day forward, the Brotherhood rented
meeting facilities. Currently it rents space from the
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Scandinavian Festival Association .13
Lodge Activities
The Brotherhood supported various charitable and social
causes. Some were Danish, others not. Most were directed to
the local area, but some reached out to the northwest and to
the national scene. The Lodge minutes contain many examples.
In 1916, the Junction City Lodge sent money to assist their
Brothers in Solvang, California who had suffered losses from
a damaging flood. There was reciprocity. In 1917, Andreas
Jacobsen suffered serious health problems resulting in the
amputation of a leg, a condition that eventually cost him his
life. The local Lodge appealed to the national organization
for aid when their own resources were insufficient to meet
theneed.
In 1918, support of the war effort became a major lodge
activity.The Brotherhood sponsored a concert featuring a
Danishsinger, A. Bj0rnskjold (who also sang a hymn at the
regularchurch service so movingly that it was remembered
yearslater). The concert brought in nine dollars which was
contributed to the Red Cross. The Brotherhood bought $300
orth of war bonds and war stamps. Moreover, they voted
waive, or to pay, the dues for servicemen who were
ge members.
There was also a post-war foreign-aid effort, although to
e Brotherhood it was hardly thought of in those terms. The
ge wanted to support Danes in the province of Slesvig,
ho had worked hard and successfully to have the territory
ed to Danish jurisdiction following the defeat of the
ans in World War I. A committee worked with the
:urch
congregation to collect money. Individuals contributed,
t some of the money for the Lodge effort was generated
· ectly when the Brotherhood ordered a commemorative
ion" calendar for every member and paid for them out
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of lodge entertainment funds.
Care for the elderly and children was a regular concern of
the Brotherhood. The Lodge sent contributions to the
Northwest Danish Old Peoples'· Home in Seattle. It also
bought four sheets of stamps sold to support an old peoples'
home on the eastern seaboard. No region was overlooked.
Money was sent to support the creation of an orphanage for
children of Danish descent in the mid-west.
Benevolent acts by the Brotherhood sometimes involved
novel ways to collect resources. In 1924, the Lodge, as a collective body, participated in a lottery to support the Old
Peoples' Home in Seattle. Luck struck, and the Lodge won
the grand prize, a Ford car. Brother Krog then bought the car
from the Lodge, but with an understanding that the Lodge
would use the money to purchase seven life membership
policies for Junction City residents eligible to enter the Old
Peoples' Home. Who would get these awards? In December,
1924, the Brotherhood voted to present one life membership
to each of the Danish organizations in town. Each would
have the responsibility for selecting one person to enter the
retirement home.
National political issues occasionally reached the agenda.
In February, 1928, the Lodge voted to send a protest to the
United States Congress with reference to the immigration
question. Unfortunately, the reason for the protest is not
included in the minutes. The latest immigration law had
been enacted in 1924. The national political debate was over.
Somehow, the echo must have reached the Junction City
Lodge four years later. Perhaps it had lasting resonance
because the entire decade of the 1920s reverberated with anti
immigration sentiment as a result of new immigrants coming
to America from southern and eastern Europe.
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Membership
Two vital questions bearing on the health of an organization frequently
found their way on the agenda of
Brotherhood meetings. The Brothers asked how do we
recruit new members? They also asked how do we promote
improved attendance at meetings?
To build membership, contests were held to see which
team could recruit the most new members, with losers treating the winners to dinner.
To increase attendance, the Lodge introduced a lottery at
each meeting. The member whose name was drawn had to
be present to win. For the next three consecutive meetings
thedesignated winner was not present. When the Brothers
drew names for the lottery in December, 1917, the winner
was a visiting member now living in Pendleton. One other
prize is recorded. In January, 1918, Carl Petersen won one
dollar.If the lottery continued after that date, the outcomes
werenot recorded in the minutes.
How successful were these efforts to increase membershipand to improve attendance? The state of the records
oes not afford a clear answer. The minutes of meetings paid
attention to statistics than to problems in general. The
therhood probably had a slightly larger membership than
Sisterhood. Married couples joined their appropriate
der based lodges. Men could join the Sisterhood, a rare
t possible choice, but women could not be members of the
therhood. A count of the number of votes cast at
therhood meetings between 1908 and 1924 provides an
ate of membership size. By that measure, an average of
persons attended meetings, assuming that all members
nt voted.
For a speech at the 75th anniversary of the Brotherhood in
, Arnold Bodtker plumbed the records for additional
. He found that from its founding in 1908 up to 1923,125
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men had been members of the Lodge; 110 of them w
immigrants. It was also noted that membership at that f
was restricted to Danish male immigrants and their m
children. This strict criterion ultimately was changed.
As one generation followed another, the call for ne
interpretations of membership rules accelerated. For exa
ple, in the 1930s, the Lodge asked the national headquarte
if an American whose grandparents were born in Denmar
could be admitted to membership. The record implies tha
approval was granted.
Symbols power perceptions. National flags are potent in
this regard. In 1932, the Brotherhood decided to put the
Danish flag aside for a while. Then they voted to purchase an
American flag. So speaks the record. Curiously, longtime
members of the Lodge only remember that they added, but
did not substitute, an American flag to the display of the
Danish flag at meetings.
The early members had little formal education. Grammar,
spelling, and punctuation often departed from standard
Danish practices in the minutes. There was also a frequent
blending of Danish and English referred to earlier as Chicago
Dansk. A common practice included the use of an English
word because no Danish word existed, or where the Danish
word was quite out of place. In one instance, a member
"volunteerede" for a committee assignment. That involved
taking a pure English word and simply adding the Danish
past tense. Words like ballot box, acre, hall, and convention
appear in the minutes of Brotherhood meetings in what
would otherwise have been all Danish sentences.
Another example underscores the complexity of cultural
transition. When a charter member of the Brotherhood died,
the original charter document was draped in black crepe to
honor that member. The minutes read as follows: "Det var
foreslaaet og vedtaget to drape the charter." The first five
Danish words translate into "It was moved and carried."
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Apparently, the phrase "to drape the charter" was an act
easier to convey in English than in Danish.
The Lodge
and its members
were becoming
"Americanized" in other ways. Prior to World War I, initiation rites tended to be formal and followed prescribed ritual.
That began to change in the 1920s. The thrust might have
come from the exposure of second generation AmericanDanes to the more light-hearted and joke-playing practices of
some American organizations. Pranks and tricks were added
to the initiation exercises. This included wiring a chair to
send mild electric shocks to the posterior of the initiate, who
believed that he was seated in the place of honor. In another
case, an initiate was presumably branded to signify membership. Of course, the initiate had to be in on the prank. They
did place a branding iron on his chest, but, before doing so,
they had arranged to have in place a thick piece of meat.
According to an eyewitness, Joen Bodtker, the deceit was so
effective that one squeamish member ran out of the hall.
The language question surfaced for action in the
mid1930s. Up to then, the minutes of meetings were recorded
in Danish. Now the question was whether or not to use
English. In 1935, 18 new members were admitted to the
Lodge. Only one of the 18 was born in Denmark. It can be
assumed that the others were most fluent in English, a factor
affecting the move toward a policy change.
The minutes of the February, 1936 meeting record the first
lodge action on a language change. The opening statement
was routine. Then half-way through the page, the Secretary,
Danish-born Martin Pedersen, began writing in English.
Then, a bit further on he wrote, "it was moved and seconded
that the minits (sic) be written in the American Language
efter (sic) this meeting." Efter is the Danish for after. From
at point forward, all the records of the Danish Brotherhood
Junction City have been kept in English.
In 1940, Brochner Mikkelsen was elected secretary. This
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signaled a historic shift. Mikkelsen was the first American
born member to attain high office. He was not fluent in
Danish. A transition had taken place.
By the time of World War II the children of immigrants
had assumed the leadership of the Brotherhood, and almost
all active members had been born in the United States.
"Danishness" in Junction City barely lingered on. However,
the Brotherhood, while small, persists with some symbolic
gestures to honor their Danish heritage. Overall, over several
decades, some 350 members had devoted energy to that
effort. Symbols are still proudly displayed. Danish and
American flags share a place of honor at meetings and signify
a harmonious merger.
The Danish Sisterhood Lodge

On March 30,1911, three years after the Brotherhood was
established, the women of the Danish colony in Junction City
founded a chapter of the Danish Sisterhood of America. 14
Lodge 122 was called Godthaab,in English meaning "Good
Hope." Twenty women were charter members. Petra Jensen,
an active member of the colony, was missing from the list
although she would have liked to have been a charter
member. A rule delayed her entry. She was pregnant. Soon
after her child was born, Petra Jensen became the 21st
member of the Sisterhood .15
Like the initiators of the Brotherhood, the founders of
uGood Hope" were members of the national organization
before they came to Junction City. The opening meeting was
convened by Bodil Winther and Amalie Petersen. Winther
was elected the first President. She had been a member of
Lodge 21 in Denver. Petersen was a member of Lodge 89 in
Eugene. Along with Anne Wilde, who had been a member of
Lodge 62, these three women did the groundwork for establishing Lodge 122 in Junction City.
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The primary aim of the Sisterhood ran parallel to the
stated purpose of the Brotherhood. The objectives were
posted clearly on the first page of the journal of minutes:
"For mutual help and assistance in the event of sickness or
death." To implement these goals, two standing committees
were immediately appointed; one to visit the sick, and the
other to assist with funeral arrangements. An ad hoc
committee was also formed to write by-laws and rules to
guide allocation of aid to the sick and support for those who
requested assistance.
Some start-up costs were involved in launching the
Lodge. The charter members assessed themselves 65 cents
each to cover the initial expense. Institutional concern about
money management, perhaps required by the national charter,
led the Sisterhood to appoint two men as "bondsmen" who
would be auditors and guarantors for the Lodge. P. J.
Mosegaard and P. N. Bodtker were the first appointees. Early
on, a fund raiser, called a Rosefestearned $22.50.
One of the first things the Sisterhood purchased, was a
"ballot box med Ogler," (Chicago Dansk for ballot box with
marbles) a device for approving or disapproving membership applications. A vote with a white marble meant yes, a
black marble was a no vote. Their use of the English "ballot
box" instead of the Danish equivalent indicates that it was, to
them, an unfamiliar Danish term. This could be expected
because, given their social class and gender, they had never
voted in any formal way in Denmark.
After one year, it was time to celebrate. A Founders Day
Party resulted. The Danish term is Stiftelsesfest,meaning a
celebration for the founding of the organization. It became a
joyful annual event. It was also notable for the tradition it
established by having a dance at the center of activities. The
music for the first dance was provided by a band from
Coburg, a town smaller than Junction City located just across
the Willamette River. The band was led by a Mr. Tonnesen.
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His name suggests that a network of Danes reached all
through the valley.
Other entries in the minutes reinforce the idea that
dances were of great interest to the Sisters. On one occasion,
the Sisterhood offered to serve coffee and cake and to
arrange a "surprise party" (that English phrase was used in
the minutes) for two musicians, Fred Rasmussen (violin)
and Christian Andersen (flute), who frequently provided
music for dances.
In the early days, Sisterhood meetings followed a fairly
regular pattern. Unlike the Brotherhood, they often met in
private homes. An alternating routine emerged. A meeting
hosted by a member in her home was followed by a meeting
held in a rented hall. Among the latter sites were the Lee
House, the Odd Fellows Hall, a room in the bank building,
and, most often, in the Dane Hall.
In 1915, the Sisterhood paid the Church one dollar for the
use of the Dane Hall in order to conduct an installation ceremony and to present a performance of its drill team. It
appears that the Brotherhood officers were installed at the
same ceremony. Later, a more permanent arrangement was
made with the Church when the Sisterhood approved an
amount of $10 to use the Dane Hall for four months.
In the 1920s, the Sisterhood decided to hold meetings in
the kitchen of the Dane Hall on the same evening that the
Brotherhood held its meetings in the main room. However,
there was a stipulation between the Lodges. If the Brother
hood would pay the rent and buy coffee, the Sisterhood
would bring cake and make and serve the coffee.
Sisterhood meetings began and ended with a song.
Sometimes they simply sang old and favorite songs for their
entertainment. On one occasion, the singing was canceled
because "all the strong singers were absent." The business
meeting followed the opening song, after which there was
entertainment and refreshments.
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What amusement was afforded? Members sometimes
read aloud poetry or a short story. Occasionally, there were
musical performances, or readings by younger persons from
the community. In 1924, the Sisterhood decided that each
member would respond to the roll call with a bit of "patriotic verse." Internal evidence from the minutes indicate that
they referred to patriotism for the United States. Another
time they decided that responses should follow the theme of
"old Denmark," and members recited poetry to convey nostalgic feelings about Denmark and the loved ones left behind.
Occasionally the closing ceremonies were omitted. No hint
reveals why. Perhaps the hour was late, or perhaps the entertainment was fulfilling enough.
External events sometime impinged on the meeting
schedules of the Sisterhood. When the great flu epidemic
struck in 1919, the Lodge suspended at least one meeting. At
another point, the farm crisis was identified as the reason for
terminating the formal meeting The secretary reported that
too few were present to hold a regular session, so those
present simply sat around and talked about the "high cost of
living" (she wrote the phrase in English). Further, the secretary
wrote that they had a cup of coffee and went home determined
to persevere in the struggle against the "HCL."

Membership and Attendance
From its very start, matters about membership and
attendance at meetings mattered much to the Lodge of Good
Hope. Contests were held to recruit new members. Susanne
Bodtker's team recruited five active and four passive
members to win the prize in March,1927. The nature of the
award was not specified. Laura Ruder' s team came in second
with three active and two passive recruits. 16
At one point, the members debated whether or not to give
prizes for good attendance, but the matter was dropped only
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to be resurrected later. In 1933, a visitor came to the
Sisterhood meeting. Her report did not alleviate concerns,
especially since she was from Askov, Minnesota, a Danish
American town with many more Danes in residence than
was the case in Junction City. She informed the members that
Askov had the same problems that alarmed them, namely, a
shortage of money and a decline in membership.
Estimates of membership size and trends are not easy to
formulate. There is a list of all who joined the Sisterhood on
the last page of the first volume of the lodge minutes. By
checking names against the charter members, it can be stated
that the records go back to the founding date, 1911. There are
42 members on the list. Fifteen are crossed out. Either they
died or they moved away. Twenty-seven remain. That, of
course, is a small membership base. On the second page of
volume two of the journal minutes, the secretary records that
there were 33 active members and 22 passive members.
There were also six men on the Sisterhood membership list.
The standards for record-keeping were not uniform or
constant. Some secretaries reported the number of members
present at meetings, others did not. Christine Blirup did
make such reports for 13 meetings in 1926-1928. The average
attendance was 13, with a low of six in August, 1926, and a
high of 20 in June, 1928.
In the mid-1930s, another secretary recorded attendance
numbers. The story was much the same as a decade earlier.
For the 24 meetings listed, the average number attending
was 11, with two high totals of 16. However, two meetings
were not held because there were too few members present
to constitute a quorum.
Yes, the numbers for membership and attendance were
small. But so, too, was the size of the eligibility pool. The
estimates for the exact size of the Danish colony range
between 100 and 130 families. Hans Rasmussen remembered
just under 200 Danish families who lived in Junction City at
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one time or another, over 50 of whom had moved from the
community. A significant, but uncounted, number of these
did not participate in Danish activities and moved more
quickly into the mainstream American culture.
Do Unto Others, Especially if They are Danish

Aid to needy members was the special focus of the
Sisterhood. A medical doctor was selected by the Lodge to
certify the need for aid. In 1915, Dr. and Mrs. Dale in nearby
Harrisburg contributed five dollars to the Lodge. This suggests
that he was the designated referee for care-provision at that
time. In 1916, the records indicate that Dr. Howard, a resident
of Junction City, was elected to the post. In 1926, Dr. Rogers,
another town resident, filled this position.
As implied above, a member's request for assistance from
the Lodge did not yield an automatic response. The doctor
had to review and approve the application. Moreover, the
papers had to be notarized. When these requirements were
met, standard amounts were usually allocated. Initially, $4 a
week was authorized, but later, during the Great Depression,
the amount was lowered.
Pleas for support also came from outside the community.
A cause was deemed worthy by the Sisterhood if it had a
clear linkage to their Danish heritage. In 1911, the Lodge
contributed one dollar to the Danish Building in San
Francisco for the upcoming International Exhibition. In 1913,
the Sisterhood gave $16.75 for the Denmark Building at the
San Francisco International Fair. The money was earned by
staging and selling tickets to a play. The Lodge also gave a
dollar to the Los Angeles Danish Olympic Committee. The
sums were small, but things Danish mattered.
The Lodge of Good Hope was particularly disposed to
helping the aged, the orphans, and the victims of disasters.
Items were sold to support the creation of the Danish Old
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Peoples' Home in Seattle. The Danish children's homes in
Perth Amboy, New Jersey, and in Tyler, Minnesota each
received five dollars. One dollar was sent to a Danish
retirement home in Metuchen, New Jersey. Some aid was
prompted by an appeal in the Danish language newspaper
Den Danske Pioneer. Thus, ten dollars was sent to a Danish
woman in Florida, and 15 dollars to the Omaha chapter to
assist fellow Danes who had suffered serious property
damage from storms.
Charitable acts were not limited to distant locales. The
Sisterhood rushed aid to a Junction City family, the Peter
Skovbos, who lost everything in a house fire. It also
commemorated special occasions with flowers and cards.
For a time, the Sisterhood routinely celebrated silver wedding
anniversaries with small gifts. The practice was discontinued
when the anniversaries began to occur too often-an indicator
of the aging of the colony. Special achievements by persons
in the community also prompted recognition and reward.
Thus, Pastor Borgaard received a $25 honorarium for his
speech at the Harvest Festival in 1913.
Dancing for Dollars, and Also for Fun

Many motives move lodges to undertake benevolent acts.
But benevolence requires resources. The Sisterhood had
more than one avenue for gaining revenue. They collected
membership dues, but they also staged an innovative array
of fund-raising events.
Fund-raising had a rich social context. There were
rewarding moments for participants, as when plays were
produced and performed. A variety of other efforts engaged
the talents of the Sisters. They held bazaars, collected freewill
offerings and made and sold quilts. There was fun for all
when they sponsored dances including the Maskeradebaland
a "Hard Times" dance. Both involved costumes, masks for
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one, and work-clothes, preferably ragged attire, for the other.
Almost from its start, dancing was on the Sisterhood
agenda. In 1912, Johanne Mikkelsen was granted free admission to membership for her contribution as a leader of folk
dancing performed for the Danish community. Thus, in 1914,
a joint meeting of the Sisterhood and Brotherhood enjoyed a
gala folk dance review. Also that year, some members set
about learning the stately old court dance called Les
Lanciers. As late as 1949, this dance was still being taught in
Denmark. 17

Organized Social Bonding. Members of the Dani sh Sisterhood Lodge
in Junction City. Judging from the style of clothing, this picture was taken
soon after the founding of the organization in 1911. Back row: Bodil
Winther, unknown , Anne Wilde, Mrs. Bertelsen, unknown, unknown,
Mrs.L.P.Johnson, Christine Petersen , and Mrs . Charles Toftdahl. Middle
row: Augusta Hatt, Dorthe Madsen, Marie Bodtker, unknown, Mrs.
Hansen, Susanne Bodtker , unknown . Front row: unknown, Mrs. Soren
Fries,Bertha Mikkelsen, Petra Jensen, Christine Blirup , and Louise
Markussen.
(Photocourtesy of Ellinor Borgaard)
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It has also been performed in recent years by the
Scandinavian Festival Folk Dancers in Junction City.
There was a link between folk dancing in Junction City
and attendance at the Grundtvigian folk schools in Denmark.
Alumni from those schools no doubt spurred interest and
taught others the fetching intricacies of folk dancing. Indeed,
the Danes with that disposition were called the "Dancing
Danes." There is justification for that symbol being attached
to the Junction City Colony because of the number and
frequency of social dances held and sponsored by the
Sisterhood and Brotherhood.
Other Modes of Pleasure and Edification
The social activities of the Sisterhood were clearly marked
by dances and picnics, but other modes also brought delight
and challenge.
The Sisterhood produced some amateur plays. In 1913,
they charged 15 cents for a ticket bought in advance or 35
cents if purchased at the door. This price included entry to
the dance that followed after the final applause for the actors
and the fall of the curtain. Later on, the Sisterhood ceded the
theatrical stage to the Danish Young Peoples' Society.
The Sisterhood also had a drill team. This marching unit
performed with practiced precision at joint installations with
the Brotherhood. The 1915 team had 16 members.
Resplendent in Danish colors, it engaged in closely coordinated and intricate patterns of crossing and weaving in step
with the music.
Social events were also the vehicle for improving the
financial status of the Lodge. An admission fee was charged
for the annual banquet. In 1913, the Sisterhood began a new
annual event, the Harvest Festival. This festivity involved a
dinner that, of course, was followed by a dance. The initial
harvest for the treasury was $33.29.
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The Sisterhood budget was certainly modest by contemporary standards. But it was also noteworthy in that the
annual expenditures always matched the annual income.
Through most of the years, the annual balanced budget
involved between $50 and $200. Until the Great Depression
of the 1930s, the finances of the Lodge were quite stable.
Americans suffered real hardship during the Depression.
At some points, the cupboard was bare and there were no
funds to assist members who became ill. Moreover, other
support programs had to be curtailed. Now and then, there
was an exception. For example, the Sisterhood managed to
purchase an altar cloth for the Danish church. Bodil Winther
offered the Lodge a personal loan to tide it over until the
economy improved. As the Depression persisted, members
became delinquent in paying dues. In 1933, the weekly benefit to ill sisters was cut to two dollars, if the money was
lvailable. The predicament continued through most of the
ars of that decade.
The response to an earlier crisis is noteworthy. The
· terhood apparently left most matters relating to World
ar I to the Brotherhood. In October, 1918 the minutes show
t the Sisters received a filled out application from the
urth Liberty Loan Committee for a $50 bond. The
terhood did not have that much money in its treasury.
oreover, the minutes stated that Junction City had already
ne its part. Perhaps this meant that the Brotherhood had
ed, or that the Sisterhood members had participated as
ividuals. In any event, the Good Hope Lodge postponed
·on on the matter.
At the same meeting, the Sisterhood received an
peal from the Omaha League for Patriotic Service. It
manded attention because the letter was signed by
ob Riis, a distinguished
Danish-born journalist and
otographer. Despite the ethnic link, action on that
uest was also postponed.
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The next meeting came after Armistice Day. The war
over, and the postponed issues were not revisited.
The Sisterhood had not been indifferent to the war effo
Earlier, in January, 1918, they voted to make a patrio
contribution. Coffee was a scarce commodity. Americ
were urged to reduce their consumption as a contribution
the war effort. The Lodge moved and approved a motion f
members to stop drinking coffee at meetings for the duratio
of the war. A month later, they rescinded the ban on coff
and fashioned a trade-off. Henceforth, the coffee committ
would serve either plain sandwiches, or only one kin
of cake-without
frosting. Immediately following this
liberating decision, five sisters served coffee "as a surprise ."
Secretary Dorthea Madsen commented: "without the coffee it
would have been a dry meeting."
Danish to English
The time had come for a fateful decision. The older
members must have agonized over the question. Twenty
seven years after its founding, the Sisterhood of Junction City
took steps to change its official language from Danish to
English. The Brotherhood and the Church were confronting
the same issue at the same time. All records attest that no
matter how painful, the move was inevitable.
The turning point came for the Sisterhood at its meeting
in August, 1938. The minutes read: "After that there was a
discussion as to whether or not we should conduct the meetings in the English language, or whether or not it would be
possible to get more members if we did so. It was moved and
passed that we should vote on that at the next meeting." It
was then agreed to make a concerted effort to get a big turn
out for the next meeting. In addition, a request was to be sent
to the national headquarters for membership application
forms printed in English. And, finally, the members autho-
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rized the appointment of a committee to translate the bylaws and the rules for sick benefits from Danish to English.
The formal vote came at the next meeting. The Sisterhood
authorized the change to English. The iron fist of necessity
was cloaked in a velvet glove. The motion read that the
Sisterhood would conduct meetings in English if there were
members present who did not understand Danish.
The vote count was not recorded. The size of the electorate and the nature of its composition suggests a
unanimous outcome. Only 12 persons were in attendance.
Three of those were new members, each born in the United
States. Gladys Christensen Bodtker was a second-generation
Dane, who spoke Danish. Mabel Phillips Bodtker and Hilda
Kokkeler Petersen were not of Danish descent. Their marriage to second-generation Danes had not altered their
minimal knowledge of the Danish language.
In October, all documents were translated into English. In
November, all correspondence was written in English. The
Lodge thereupon requested 18 English language copies of
the constitution, and more copies of a dozen English songs
from the national headquarters. Moreover, Christine Blimp,
born in Denmark became the first secretary to record the
minutes entirely in English. For 27 years, from 1911 to 1938,
the Good Hope Lodge of Junction City had conducted its
affairs in Danish. Now the mother tongue of the immigrants
was officially muted. 18
Danish Young Peoples' Society (DYPS) 19

By 1908, Junction City had a society for young Danes with
about 30 active members on the roster. This organization was
independent from, but cooperative with, other Danish
groups in town. The DYPS did not require members to be
affiliated with the Church. There were, however, informal
expectations. One document asserts that the young people
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were only to stand in a friendly relationship to the Church.
In 1912, a regional federation of Danish Young Peoples'
Societies was formed in Tacoma, Washington. Junction City
expressed an interest but was not among the founders.
Despite encouragement to affiliate earlier, Junction City, with
Frode Andreasen as representative, did not join the Pacific
Northwest regional federation until 1917. From then on, the
records of the annual meeting of the regional federation provide specific items and general insights into the development
of the Junction City chapter.
In 1918, the DYPS of Junction City had 41 members .. The
regional minutes report that there was an especially good
understanding between the young people and the Church.
Perhaps this reflects an appreciation by the regional delegates of a choir concert performed by the Junction City
chapter under the direction of Pastor Steve Mogensen.
The 1919 report indicated that there were 40 names on the
Junction City membership roster with 25 designated as being
"in good standing." Of special note was the observation that
English had been introduced into Junction City DYPS activities.
The activity ledger had also expanded for the youth of
Junction City. The DYPS held two meetings a month. They
also gathered every Tuesday at the parsonage for a song session. Two dramatic plays were produced in 1919, one in
Danish and one in English, proof of the members' bi-lingual
skills. There was a drive to sell war-savings stamps. In addition, they started a collection of English language books to
add to the Danish Lending Library. Junction City did not
have a public library at that time .
It is apparent that DYPS had become a vital center of
recreational, educational, and social activities by the early
1920s. The 1922 report to the Federation, delivered by Arnold
Bodtker, records the broad thrust of the agenda. During the
course of the year, the DYPS had sponsored two lectures, an
evening of entertainment, a musical performance by Dagmar
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Potholm from Hartford, Connecticut, a Christmas party, two
picnics, and two plays, one in English, Kribbsand Co., and one
in Danish, The Fool's April. There was also progress in the
DYPS' drive to add English books to the Danish Lending
Library, with 65 volumes added to the collection.
The year 1922 merits recall as a vintage year for the
Danish young people of .Junction City. In addition to the
items mentioned above, the DYPS sponsored two Danish
films, The Kings Trip to Greenland and Beautiful Denmark.
Members also participated on the gymnastics team, led by
Hans Reerslev, which met regularly throughout the year with
15 to 20 persons in attendance.
A year later the 1923 report, delivered to the Federation
by Aage Gribskov, indicated little loss of momentum by the
youth organization. A membership of 30 persons met three
times a month. Continuing projects included adding 20
English language books to the Danish Lending Library. The
DYPS also sponsored two picnics. 20
To Be or Not to Be: Here is the Answer

The high activity level of the DYPS lasted up until the
Depression years of the early 1930s. Novel efforts included
basketsocials, lectures, outings, picnics, musical events, and
style shows, some of the latter where men dressed in
women's clothing. However, throughout, perhaps the most
prized and appreciated activity was the group production
and presentation of plays. To this day, former members,
almost without exception, recall their thespian roles first
hen asked, "What did you do in the DYPS?"
The scripts for many of these plays have survived in
ily collections, including works of two gifted Danish
erican authors, Enok Mortensen and Carl Hansen. The
iYPSproduced at least two plays from the pen of each
'ter. Perhaps one of them was referred to in The Times
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when, on February 20, 1918, it reported, "the DYPS of th
local Danish Church gave a pleasant entertainment in th
Danish hall last Thursday evening."
Gerald Rasmussen has the scripts for three plays that the
DYPS obviously presented since the names of the cast are
written on the manuscripts. One script is a three-act play by
Enok Mortensen, called Livets Lykke. The setting is a rural
Danish-American colony. The plot concerns a relationship
between a young woman courted by two men, both immigrants from Denmark.
The male characters approach accommodation
to
America in contrasting ways. The older man, just returned
from a visit to Denmark, praises the United States and constantly belittles his homeland. The younger man, a recent
immigrant, is not an outspoken critic, but finds problems in
adjusting to the United States.
Enter the heroine, a second generation Danish American.
Initially, she expresses dislike for foreigners and immigrants.
Ultimately, she comes to love the younger man when he
learns from her how to appreciate the full value of being a
Danish American.
For humor, some of the dialogue contains a brisk mix of
ChicagoDansk. The older man, the Americanized Dane, cannot speak a single sentence of English without interspersing
Danish words. Moreover, he cannot speak Danish without a
scattering of English words. The heroine speaks Danish well,
but does use an occasional English phrase. The young man
speaks only clear and concise Danish. The masterful mix of
languages provoked laughter.
The play also memorializes a traveling salesman, based
on a character well-known in the Danish communities of the
mid-west. The use of Danish dialects is highlighted. That feature of language remained a cultural interest, popular for
discussion, and demonstration, by successive generations of
Danes in America.
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When was this play performed in Junction City? An estimate can be made by the background of the actors. Two
members of the cast, Dagny Martinsen Gribskov and Edith
Gravesen Bodtker, were born and raised in Minnesota. They
came to town in 1932. Their theatrical performance must
have followed shortly after that.
The closing line of the play imparts the moral of the
story: plow and harvest, build home and land, and that
gives life happiness. As the curtain came down, the last two
words, "life's happiness" echo the Danish title of the play,
LivetsLykke.
The array of plays performed by the DYPS was impressive. Its variety provides indisputable evidence of bilingual
skill on the part of the young people. That cultural trait, characteristic of the children of immigrants, is another example of
the assimilation process.
The Dutch Detective,a farce in three acts written in 1914 by
Walter Ben Hare, engaged the English talent of ten young
Danish-Americans. Five actors performed A Fireside Story
written by Walter Gordon in 1884. It was characterized as a
Christmas Comedietta in one act. Gladys Christensen
Bodtker remembers a Danish play called Den Tredie (the
Third One). Selma Petersen Vangsness recalls another entitled The Laughing Cure by a playwright named Painton
written in 1916. She also remembers Fixing it for Father,with
a plot that involved getting a widowed father married again.
That production went on the road. The Times, April 3,1930
reported that the DYPS would present the play in Wendling,
Oregon, in eastern Lane county on April 9 to benefit the local
Parent Teachers Association.
Once the ethnic mix was English-German. The author
recalls a play in which the town's German baker, Ernest
Miller, performed a key part. The story revolved around the
immigrant German's inability to speak English, and his
resolve to say Nein to everything. Phonetically, nein becomes
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the number nine. That builds comical situations as misco
munication creates chaos. It seems likely that Danes
Junction City enjoyed the humor partly because, for once,
was not directed at themselves, but at the Germans.
The impact of bi-lingual skills was evident in a p
nounced way as early as 1920. The DYPS reached outside i
own community to present a double bill for the entire to
The first part was a play called A Frat Initiation. This w
followed by a series of vaudeville sketches. The Tim
announced the event as a presentation by "home talen
where everything was to be presented in English so that all
could attend. The performa~ce was repeated, suggesting tha
the young Danes had success in launching entertainment
with an appeal beyond their own colony. Further validation
of that conclusion is found when The Times, in 1927 and 1928,
reported that the DYPS hit the main stage by performing in
the Rialto, the town's only theater. The 1928 production was
called Sowing Wild Oats. With the advent of moving pictures,
amateur theatrical productions became less popular.
Folk Dancing
Folk dancing continued to be a favorite recreation
throughout the life-span of the DYPS. The robust, intricate
and graceful dancing came to have a meaning beyond the
sheer pleasure that it afforded participants. Symbolic significance emerged when, in 1918, a folk dance exhibition was
used to express the support of the Danish community for the
war effort at a war bond sales rally. Culturally, this was a
coming out-of-the-closet party for the Danes. It was the first
time they had displayed their folk dancing skills and ethnic
costumes to a non-Danish audience. The Times on March 13,
1918 reported it this way: "One of the most attractive as well
as novel features of the program was a set of folk dances presented by eight Danish young people ...graceful, pleasing and
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well executed ...they were all the more appreciated because
this is the first time they have been given outside of Danish
gatherings." The Danes had arrived in Junction City 16
years ear lier.
· This positive newspaper account ignited a larger message. Junction City began to be known as a town that had a
Danish Colony in residence. Over the years, the myth
emerged that Junction City was a Danish community. No
doubt this fiction was nourished all through the 1930s when
the Danish folk dancers performed at official town functions.
They also gave exhibitions in towns and cities elsewhere. In
the early 1940s, a contingent of high school folk dancers of
Danish descent performed in the Oregon Trail Pageant in
Eugene. The performances ceased during World War II, but
were revived to become one of the most authentic, popular,
and regular presentations of the annual Scandinavian
Festival in Junction City.
This genuine Danish cultural activity outlived the life of
the Danish organizations that introduced it into Junction
City.The Danish Young Peoples' Society withered away after
the mid-1930s. Aging membership, recruitment difficulties,
andthe impact of assimilation were all factors in its demise.
The Gymnastics Team
A Danish cultural activity that did not transfer to the larg-

community was brought to Junction City in 1909 and
rmalized as a gymnastics program in 1910. The man
ponsible was Hans P. Reerslev. Upon arrival from
nmark, he had first lived in Fresno, California and,
ough a farmer, his dream was to become a teacher of
nasties.
To prepare for that career, Reerslev returned to Denmark
take a special course to qualify as a teacher. He thought he
been promised a job at the newly organized Atterdag
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Folk High School in Solvang, California, but the job did not
materialize. Reerslev moved to Junction City and became a
dairy farmer. He also volunteered to be a gymnastics teacher.
For about 16 years, starting in 1910, Reerslev had a memorable impact on students. He was respected for his
dedication and skill, even though his requirements for
participation were demanding.
Physical exercise was a key part of the curriculum of the
Danish Folk High School. Gymnastics was a group activity
guided by formal rules. Men and women participated, but
were segregated and did not exercise together.
Gymnastics in Junction City followed the traditional
Danish model. The gymnasts would march into the hall
singing a rousing Danish song and disperse to assigned
positions for the workout to begin. About 70 percent of the
time allotted to a session was devoted to floor exercises
carried out in unison. If done properly, and faithfully, four
goals would be achieved: strength, balance, flexibility,
and coordination.
Following the floor exercise, the gymnasts moved to
wooden bars attached to the side walls of the hall. The top
bar protruded. One would grasp it, then hang down in front
of the other bars to undertake prescribed arm and leg movements. After that, a vaulting box, another piece of equipment
called a horse, and floor mats were carried out. Jumping and
tumbling followed. The session concluded as it had started.
The gymnasts would line up and proceed to march out of the
hall singing yet another inspirational song .
A Danish immigrant in Omaha, O.C. Olsen, composed a
brisk marching song, Buildingfor Tomorrow,that stirred many
gymnasts as they sang their way in and out of halls. It also
carried another message . Old Danish values were to be
infused into the new homeland:
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We are buildingfor tomorroiv,for a strong and active life,
Not for fame or gold to borroiv,nor to wage a ·warof strife.
For our home and land we will labor,we will give our life
eachday.
With this watchwordas our saber,Forwardfor America!
The early gym teams performed for Danish gatherings,
usually at the Dane Hall. In the 1920s, non-Danes attended
the first public showing at Benton Lane Park. In 1924, Viggo
Tarnow, a teacher from Denmark, conducted a rigorous one
month training program in Junction City that concluded with
a special exhibition for the general public.
Joen Bodtker, who had taken a special class at Atterdag
Folk High School in 1924, taught gymnastics in Junction
City for about four years after Reerslev retired. He recalls a
large turnout where even non-Danes participated. Some
applicants were denied entry to the class because the hall
was too small.
The scene changed. More young people attended high
school. Competitive sports accelerated. A new high school
was built in 1937. There was now a real basketball court
available. Baseball always thrived in the small towns of
Oregon. Junction City supported two teams, the "Pinks" and
the "Reds." Twilight leagues for softball became popular.
Teamswere sponsored by commercial and civic groups. Thus
contests flourished with Firemen vs. Odd Fellows, and
Canneryvs. Merchants.
Danish gymnastics went out of style. For years, however,
thoseglory days were marked by a lone symbol. The many
wooden "stall bars" were not removed from the walls of the
ane Hall until late in the 1950s.
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Men's gymnastic team, circa 1910. Back row, left to right: James Jensen,
L.P. Holgersen, Jim Larsen, Frode Andreasen, Ejnar Gribskov. Middle
row, left to right: Jacob Jager, Hans P. Reerslev, Leader, Ansgar Borgaard,
Harold Holgersen. Front row: Peter Skovbo, Hans Hansen.
(Photocourtesy of Jens Reerslev)
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Footnotes

Henrik Bradtmose Simonsen, Kampenom Danskheden:Troog Nationalitet
i de Danske Kirkesamfundi America,Aarhus Universitetsforlag, 1990,
pp. 193-194.
Korsog Stjerne, 3:3, April, 1891, p. 24.
Christian Hasle, ThroughFive Decades:The HistonJof the LutheranChurch,
Junction CihJ, Oregon, 1902-1952, Junction City: Faith Lutheran
Church, 1952, p. 24.
4
Clearly described and sharply analyzed by Thorvald Hansen, A Church
Divided Lutheranism Among the Danish Immigrants, Grand View
College, Des Moines, Iowa, 1992.
5
Information from John Klobas.
6
Information from the minutes, 1908-1944 of the Danish Brotherhood
Society of America, Lodge No. 268, called Vestens Stjerne, (Western
Star) Junction City, Oregon. Supplemented with information from
Arnold N. Bodtker, "75th Anniversary Speech," January 18, 1983.
7
The charter roster includes the following Julius Wilde, Rasmus P.
Andersen, Christian Andersen, Jens Christian Larsen, Peter Nielsen
Bodtker, Christian Sand, Andreas Jacobsen, Jens Frederik
Rasmussen, Christian Mortensen, Peter Henrik Petersen, Peter
Jorgensen Mosegaard, Lars P. Johnson, Rasmus Christian
Rasmussen, Jens P. Jensen, Christian Gregersen, Mads Peter Jensen,
Waldemar F. F. Nielsen, Hans Peter Nielsen Bodtker, and Hans C.
Petersen.
• This may be one basis for a subtle, underlying friction between some
faction of the "lodge folks" and some "church goers."
' Actually called "Love Lake" after Hugh Love who claimed the original
site under the Donation Land Law.
'°Recalled by Joen Bodtker, interview, 1989.
"Roughly meaning one shot of hard liquor. It was not Danish Akvavit,
which only became available in Junction City after World War II.
n Now the home of the Junction City Historical Society.
13
Since 1961, the festival association has conducted a four day festival
each August in Junction City. This cultural-civic venture was founded by Dr. G.F. Fletchall, who was of Swiss ancestry. It celebrates the
heritage of Danes, Norwegians, Swedes, and Finns. The festival
building referred to here was built by L.C. Larsen, a former pastor
of the Danish Church. It was the second site of his Junction City
Woodworking Company.
11 The information about the Sisterhood comes primarily from reading
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the Lodge minutes, 1911-1944,as translated from the Danish by the
author.
15
As reported by her son, Ted Jensen. The twenty women who chartered
the lodge were: Marie Jacobsen Bodtker, Bodil Rasmussen Winther,
Hanne Petersen, Susanne Catrine Jacobsen Bodtker, Christine
Andersen, Marie Christine Bertelsen, Nicotine Fries, Anna Marie
Andreasen, Sophie Margrethe Jensen, Anna Johanne Christensen,
Johanne Arine Christine Petersen, Bertha Brochner Mikkelsen,
Kirstine Marie Holm, Christine Jorgensen, Nora Christine Jensen,
Mette Kristine Toftdahl, Mary Anne Wilde, Dorothea Madsen,
Augusta Hatt, and Mathilda Petersen.
16
Active members are those who have purchased life insurance, passive
members are not insured.
17
At Askov Folk High School in Denmark.
18
The Danish Sisterhood Lodge No. 122 dissolved in 1995, after which a
few members joined the Brotherhood Lodge.
19
The recorded minutes of DYPS meetings did not survive. Information
about the Junction City chapter comes from living former members,
from references to activities in newspapers, from notes in Rev.
Hasle' s history of the Church, and from the minutes of some of the
annual regional meetings of the Federation of Pacific Northwest
Young Peoples' Societies. These papers were recovered in Ella
Junker's home after her death.
20
The DYPS showed the adventurous spirit of youth by frequently selecting distant picnic sites such as along the Pacific Ocean, at Triangle
Lake, or on the banks of the McKenzie or the Mohawk rivers.
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The Psychologyof a Mermaid:
Understanding the Danish Psyche
by Karen Lassen

"Way out in the ocean, the water is as blue as the petals of
the most beautiful cornflower and as clear as the cleanest
glass, but it is very deep, deeper than an anchor cable can
reach; many church steeples would have to be placed one on
top of the other in order to stretch from the bottom up to the
surface of the water. Down there live the Merpeople." 1
Thus begins the story of "The Little Mermaid" by Hans
Christian Andersen. Like most fairy tales, this one can be
understood from many perspectives. We could, for instance, \
look at what it tells us about the status and development of
women in Denmark. We could also look at it as a Danish version of the creation myth-the
mermaid's expulsion from
paradise and her attempt to reunite with God. But what
interests me is to look at it as a mirror of the Danes themselves, reflecting many of the beliefs that are an important
part of the Danish psyche.
As an American woman of Danish parents, I was raised in
the Danish cultural tradition. When I went to school I came
in contact with people from a different cultural background
than my own namely "Americans". 2 Often I would become
puzzled when people interacted with me in ways that I
thought insensitive and rude. When I thought I was being
very clear, people would seem to misunderstand me. Were
most people really insensitive and was I really so unclear,
or was something else going on? My curiosity increased
when I found that none of this seeming insensitivity and
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misunderstanding occurred when I was with my DanishAmerican friends.
As an adult, I began to wonder if Danish-Americans
were operating from a shared but unacknowledged set of
beliefs and, if so, what they were. I began taking note when
I was embroiled in a misunderstanding or when there was a
misattunement, and I began to suspect that there were
indeed differences in underlying assumptions inherent in
the transactions. Once I had an idea of what these underlying
beliefs were, I wondered how I came to have them. I suspected
they were cultural, and that I might find them embedded in
the fairy tales and stories that were read to me as a child .
I went to the writer of Danish fairy tales, Hans Christian
Andersen, and began reading his story, "The Little
Mermaid" 3 • I was astonished at how many familiar beliefs
were reflected there, and how much the Merkingdom resembled the Danish-American community in which I grew up. I
thought that if I could organize these beliefs into categories,
I would be able to see how they all fit together and create a
whole system. I found that the beliefs fell into five categories:
beliefs about the world, feelings, comportment, communication and individuation. My hope was that by understanding
the whole system, I would have a better idea of why the misattunernents had occurred. On a broader level , I hoped that
my deeper understanding of these cultural assumptions
would help me see both the advantages and disadvantages
of the system.
What follows is a synopsis of the tale. Following the
synopsis, I will discuss the beliefs I found in the story as well
as mention some additional thoughts about Danish culture. I
will conclude with some speculations on directions in which
the mermaid's belief system might evolve.
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THE TALE OF THE LITTLE MERMAID

The mermaid's story begins at the bottom of the sea in the
beautiful Merkingdom. This kingdom is full of exotic, swaying plants and flowers and fishes swimming to and fro
among the vegetation. On her fifteenth birthday, the little
mermaid has been allowed to swim up to the surface of the
ocean and look at the world of human beings. All her five
older sisters have done this before her and brought back
stories of the wonderful things they saw-city lights, the
sound of church bells, the evening sky at sunset, ships and
sailors, storms and icebergs. But they had all happily
returned to their home at the bottom of the sea after their
adventures. The little mermaid, however, is not happy upon
returning to her ocean floor home; she is sad and full of
longing. While up at the surface, she had fallen in love with a
handsome prince, whose face she first saw through a porthole
of his ship. Later a big storm smashed his boat to pieces and
cast him into the sea. She found his comatose body floating
on the water, and she saved him by carrying him in her arms
and having him on a beach to recover. Soon he was discovered there by a girl from a nearby convent, who, with the aid
of her friends, helped him return to his castle.
Back at home the little mermaid's heart is full of turmoil.
She longs to be with the prince up in his world, but that isn't
possible since she is a creature of the sea. Eventually, she asks
her grandmother about human beings and is told that
because they have an immortal soul, that soul goes up to
heaven and lives forever after they die. But when Merpeople
die, they become sea foam and that is the end of them The
Little mermaid tells her grandmother that she would do anything to be a human being and thereby have a soul and live
forever in heaven. But her grandmother tells her not to think
about such things, and anyway Merpeople have a better and
happier life than human beings. She also tells her that the
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only way a mermaid could get an immortal soul would be if
a man loved her deeply and married her. Then his soul
would flow into her body, and she could have immortal life.
But that could never happen, because what is good and
beautiful in the Merkingdom-a
fish tail-is considered ugly
by human beings.
The mermaid is disconsolate. Eventually she tells one of
her sisters something about her inner distress. The sister then
tells all the other sisters, and they in turn tell their best
friends. When one of them points out that the prince's castle
is located by the edge of the sea, they all ascend to the surface
to see it.
Soon the mermaid feels compelled to follow her own
deep longing in spite of her grandmother's
cautionary
advice She decides to seek out the sea witch, who lives in a
separate kingdom some distance from the Merpeople The
witch gives her a potion that she is to take as soon as she
swims up to the edge of the prince's castle; this will turn her
fish tail into legs. But the witch cautions that with each step
she takes, she will feel intense pain, as if she were walking on
knives. No one will ever know that she is in pain, however,
because for one thing the eyes of Merpeople do not tear and
so the mermaid cannot cry; besides, the merrnad will have
her tongue cut out by the witch, so will be unable to talk. In
addition, once the mermaid swallows the potion, she can
never go back to being a mermaid again; and if the prince
fails to fall in love with her and marry her, on the morning
after he marries another, the mermaid's heart will break and
she will die and turn into· sea foam. This is the risk the
mermaid takes if she follows her heart and goes ashore,
according to the witch.
The mermaid accepts the conditions. She swims up to the
prince's castle and takes the potion. The prince finds her and
takes her in, thinking her pretty and sweet. He feels fond of
her, but never really considers marrying her, for his heart
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belongs to the young girl from the convent who found him
on the beach and whom he thinks saved his life. Since the
mermaid can't talk, she can't tell him that it was actually
she who saved him In his fondness for her, the prince often
asks the mermaid to dance, never guessing the pain this
causes her.
Eventually the prince meets a princess from a neighboring
kingdom, who coincidentally happens to be the same girl
from the convent who found him on the beach. He is overwhelmed with joy and marries her.
He takes the mermaid along with him on his ship for the
honeymoon, but she is in despair. Not only does she not get
to marry the prince, she also knows that now she will never
get an immortal soul. As soon as the sun rises, she will die
and become sea foam.
While standing on the deck, she hears her sisters calling
to her. They say they have been to the sea witch and have
begged her to help them get their sister back. The witch has
given them a knife and promised that if the little mermaid
kills the prince and lets his blood sprinkle on her feet, she
will get her fish tail back and become a mermaid again.
The little mermaid thinks about this but in the end cannot
do it and throws the knife and then herself into the water. As
she begins dissolving into sea foam, she sees above her some
transparent spirits of the air. These spirits take pity on her
and lift her up to join them . They have seen how she has
struggled to get an immortal soul, suffered and endured.
They, too, currently lack immortal souls, but know that if
they witness enough kind deeds on earth during their 300year lives, they will then earn immortal souls. They must be
careful not to witness misdeeds, however, as every misdeed
they witness will add time to their current lives making it
that much longer before they get to heaven. By joining them,
then, the little mermaid still has a chance at immortality. So
ends the story of the little mermaid.
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BASIC WORLD VIEW

Interestingly, the story opens with the presentation of the
cultural tenet which is at the core of the Merkingdom: being
part of the community is a happy experience.
The Merkingdom is described as a peaceful, serene, idyllic
place where the inhabitants are happy and content. There is
a lot of singing, dancing, playing and socializing. People are
happy together. The cohesion and viability of the group
require that its members express only happy, contented
feelings. This sense of the happy community is learned very
early in life, probably pre-verbally. This means that the
concept is experienced as an immutable truth, and therefore
not something one would likely question. It is simply true; it
supports life itself. As we shall see, subsequent beliefs stem
from and support this basic view of the community.
DOWN WITH THOSE NEGATIVE FEELINGS

What then becomes of feelings such as anger, hate, fear
and pain-feelings which do not support a happy community
view? In the story, these negative feelings do exist but are
split off and abide in the separate kingdom of the sea witch.
Apparently, these kinds of feelings have no place in the
world of the Merpeople. The belief is that it is possible to
keep one's negative side separate and placed very far away
from the self. One can be vaguely aware of it but must not
know it clearly, and certainly one must not embrace it. What
we see here is that anything that might destabilize the happy
community is considered negative and must be pushed out
of awareness. One's negative side is simply to be avoided.
As the tale progresses, we begin to see that the negative
side includes more complex human feelings as well. The
mermaid is deeply in love but must go to the sea witch's
realm for help in dealing with these feelings. Apparently,
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even the deeper aspects of love are considered negative
(destabilizing) and should be avoided.
This theme of disowning much of the feeling side of the
self is indirectly shown to us again by the absence of the
mother of the six mermaid sisters. Although their widowed
father does get some help with family matters from the old
grandmother, the six mermaids still lack a nurturing mother.
Given the belief that the community is a happy place, it is no
surprise that there is no allusion to any loss or sorrow that
the motherless mermaids might feel. The richness of the feminine, feeling side of the self, often represented by the mother
figure, is not available to the mermaids
Yet again in a very painful moment in the story, Andersen
makes the point about disowning negative feelings After the
prince marries, he takes the mermaid along with him on his
wedding trip What the story tells us is that the mermaid is in
despair because she now realizes that she will not marry the
prince, and therefore, will die, become sea foam, and never
achieve the immortal soul she desires Ignored are the feelings of shame, humiliation, and rage she might be expected
to feel whim accompanying the prince and his new wife on
their honeymoon. Especially in the face of extreme personal
anguish such as this situation, this belief system dictates that
one's negative feelings must not be acknowledged either to
oneself or to others.
ATTITUDES ABOUT COMPORTMENT

The story also tells how one should comport oneself in
theworld. The mermaid's grandmother tells her, "Let us be
-happy!
Hop and jump for the three hundred years, that we
ihaveto live, that's a long enough time, after that we can with
tnore ease rest in our grave." In short, one should not take
"ther life or oneself too seriously. Life is an enjoyable, jolly
~rience.
Make light of everything, including presumably
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things that are not so happy. Just skip and hop through ·
and everything will be OK. Not taking oneself too seriously
supports the happy community view by encouraging one to
ignore those feelings that might suggest otherwise. The comportment message is: appear light-hearted and easygoing as
if nothing could bother you. 4
Physical pain as well as emotional pain must be endured,
and we learn from the story how this is done. The prince
often asks the mermaid to dance for him because she dances
with such grace and beauty, and the mermaid willingly complies, although her every step is like walking on knives. But
the prince has no knowledge of her predicament; he only
sees her graceful movements, not the pain behind them.
Physical pain should be stoically endured and kept private,
one should not talk about it or show it. Acknowledgment of
pain is a confession of unhappiness.
One of the side effects of splitting off unwanted feelings
is that it allows one to separate oneself from fear when this is
deemed important. This can be seen in the way the mermaid
approaches the sea witch's realm. Throwing caution aside
and separating herself from her fear, the mermaid swims
directly into the orbit of danger-the
crushing whirlpools,
the warm bubbling mud, the strangling multi-armed polyps.
Adventurousness and risk-taking are not subject to considerations of safety. The mermaid puts her life at risk by diving
headlong into the sea witch's realm.
Near the end of the fairy tale, we witness one of the most
poignant consequences of the need to see the group experience as happy: that suicide becomes a reasonable option
under certain circumstances. 5 As the mermaid stands out on
the deck on the ship she weighs her decision. If she kills the
prince with the knife, as her sisters suggest, she can go back
to her former life in the Merkingdom. If she doesn't, she will
become sea foam and cease to exist. These are not attractive
choices, and in the end, the mermaid cannot kill the prince
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she loves. To murder is anathema in most cultures and under
most circumstances. But in this belief system it is especially
so, since the act itself usually requires rage, and one is forbidden to feel that emotion. Suicide, however, can be looked
upon more favorably as an expression of general melancholia, often referred to in Danish as 'weak nerves'. Even though
suicide is often understood as rage turned inward on the self,
this never has to be acknowledged in this belief system.
Thus, the idea of rage can continue to be split off.
Recognizing the hopelessness of her situation, the mermaid
sees no alternative but to throw both the knife and herself
into the ocean 6 Andersen takes the position that suicide is a
reasonable option when one feels stuck and hopeless. Since
the option of talking about one's negative feelings does not
exist in this community, all that is left is to either stoically
hold them inside or simply end it all if the feelings become
too overwhelming.
RULES FOR COMMUNICATING

Another lesson inherent here is about the style of
communication, which is designed to support the happy
community imperative. The description of the aftermath of
the little mermaid's
fifteenth birthday is particularly
revealing. After she has been up to the ocean surface on her
fifteenth birthday, the mermaid longs to be with the prince.
When she talks with her grandmother about humans, she
doesn't reveal this desire, since it would show that she was
unhappy. Finally, she tells one of her sisters something of her
Jeelings. As the story goes, the sister then tells all the other
· ters, and they in turn tell their closest friends. Eventually,
e of the mermaids comes forth with information about
here the prince lives, and they all go up to the ocean surface
view his castle
The first thing that we see in this interaction is how
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information is transmitted: via a third party. the mermaid
gives a hint of something personal, the sister tells the other
sisters, and they spread the news to their closest friends. A
respect for privacy and personal boundaries is lacking;
everyone talks about everyone else. This interaction reflects
the tacit permission to use a third party as an important
vehicle for the exchange of information. Feelings are
communicated, but at the expense of personal boundaries.
Another unwritten element of communication brought
out here is the desirability of keeping the expression of
feelings as vague and unclear as possible. The mermaid tells
her sister something about her inner turmoil. It is unclear
what it is that she tells her or what it is that she wants. Since
making clear statements could indicate a need, and since a
need could indicate that one was not happy and content, it
becomes important to communicate in vague and unspecific
ways. This communication style allows one to hint about
one's needs and wants without ever having to fully acknowledge them. This is a way for the group to address individual
needs to a certain degree without threatening group
cohesion. Therefore, the sense of a happy and contented
community is not challenged.
An outgrowth of this communication style is that people
become adept at guessing, often correctly, at meanings.
Guessing allows a hint to generate action and not be passed
over. Thus, the little mermaid's sister does not directly ask
her how she can help, but rather guesses what is needed. The
result is that the little mermaid learns something about the
prince without having to ask for specific information. That
would have required her to acknowledge her need, and
would be seen as her taking her desires too seriously.
In addition to guessing what the matter is, the person
confided in has another obligation in order to make the
system effective. He must take some action to put the speaker
back in the realm of the happy community. In this case, the
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sister quickly tries to find a way to fix the situation and
assuage the little mermaid's discomfort. It is unimaginable
that just hearing and acknowledging another's feelings could
be helpful. The belief, then, is that when one is faced with
uncomfortable feelings, one should take whatever action is
necessary to make those feelings go away so that everyone
can be happy again.
Later in the story we also learn that there is a preference
for non-verbal communication in this system . Since the mermaid can't speak, the only way she can communicate is
through dance and the emotions she expresses through her
eyes. As long as the expression of feelings are non-verbal,
their full meaning can remain unacknowledged, unexplored
and unknown by either speaker or listener, thus keeping
both comfortably in line with the required social belief. It
comes as no surprise that people involved in this communication system can find it difficult to articulate to another, or
even to themselves, what they feel and want. A deep and
abiding sense of personal isolation is often the result, amidst
an ostensibly happy community.
#TO INDIVIDUATE OR NOT TO INDIVIDUATE,
THAT IS THE QUESTION."

We also learn from the story about the attitude towards
individuation: it is discouraged. During her birthday adventure up at the ocean surface, her community expects that the
mermaid will see many wonderful and exciting things, but
also that she will remain a part of the family and community, not be tempted to explore further, not challenge the
common beliefs, and will return happily to her family. In the
Merkingdom, the needs and wants of the community are
much more important than those of the individual.
Individuation cannot proceed in a system that does not
allow one the options of leaving home, exploring the world,
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and knowing and expressing feelings and reactions. True
individuation requires both strong communal ties and support as well as support for individual exploration and
differentiation. For the mermaid, there are strong communal
ties but little or no support for her development as an
individual. Her autonomous self-needs are split off and are
not integrated into her social sphere. Her social self is
emphasized over her autonomous self, with the result that
she ends up being enmeshed in her community and isolated
from her deeper self.
Another component of the individuation
process
involves learning to think for oneself, and we see that this,
too, is discouraged in the fairy tale. The mermaid returns
from her birthday adventure full of questions and with a
strong desire to know more about human beings in general
and the prince in particular. She goes to talk with her grandmother, who assures her that the life of a mermaid is happier
and better than that of a human being. Her grandmother tells
her not to think about deeper issues, not to think for herself,
leave well enough alone, and simply enjoy things as they are.
She should not delve deeply into how she feels.
In addition, the grandmother tells the mermaid that what
is integral to her "mermaidness"-her
fishtail-would
be
considered ugly by humans. There is an element of shaming
here-shaming
of a deeply personal side of the self in order
to block incipient individuation. 7 The threat is that if the
mermaid begins individuating and exposing more of her real
self, then that self will be experienced as ugly and result in
rejection. The message is that it is neither safe nor desirable
to let the self be known to others. The deepest levels of self
are socially unacceptable.
So the plot thickens. The story goes on to explore what
happens when one defies the taboo against individuation.
The mermaid is attracted by the life above and searches for a
way to join that wider world; she begins by visiting the king-
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dom of the sea witch. But the bargain that the mermaid
accepts is fraught with problems: first, it tells her that the
price of her individuation will be constant physical pain
(with every step she takes on her path); second, she will be
stripped of exactly what she needs to become fully human-the capability of expression. She may personally have a
vague awareness of a spectrum of feelings such as love, joy,
pain, anger and despair, but she can never verbalize these to
another nor can she express her vulnerability through her
tears. Inevitably, the bargain with the sea witch will lead to
disaster. The message is that the price for individuation is a
possible encounter with death and total destruction. Thus,
individuation-which
includes becoming known to the self
and to others-does
not seem like a real option.
This point is elaborated later when the prince falls in love
with and marries the princess, plunging the mermaid into
despair. She senses that there is something rich and transforming in the experience of human love, yet this path has
been closed off to her. Since the mermaid cannot share her
feelings, her whole self cannot be acknowledged. Because
speaking and expressing deeper aspects of the self are out of
bounds, deep love is also impossible, since that requires see
'sclosure. The prince will never know the depth of the
ermaid' s love for him. Mutual discovery and intimacy,
en considered the ultimate fulfillment, is not an option,
·ven the culture of the Merkingdom.
IS THE GOAL THE EXPERIENCE OF LOVE OR THE
ATTAINMENT OF IMMORTALITY?

Ostensibly, Andersen pairs the experience of deep human
e with the attainment of an immortal soul If the mermaid
persuade the prince to fall in love and marry her, then
can acquire an immortal soul, and eventually die and go
eaven However, as the story unfolds, it becomes unclear
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whether the goal is to experience human love, or to use love
as a stepping stone to heaven and immortality. By the end of
the story, we find out that human love can even be bypassed
and immortality achieved through joining with the air spirits,
so maybe immortality was the real goal after all. This suggests
an ambivalence towards the experience of human intimacy.
In addition, being vague about the goal is another example of
distancing from deep feelings, in this case, human love. As
long as one is not clear about one's goal, then one will not be
terribly disappointed about the end result. As the story
unfolds, neither goal turns out to have been a real option.
The mermaid first hears about an immortal soul from her
grandmother. If she had one, then upon death the soul would
go up to heaven and she would enjoy eternal happiness. The
story eventually tells us that there are two ways to attain an
immortal soul: by earning the love of a human being and
marrying him, or, by being chosen by the spirits of the air to
join them. With the latter option, if one sees enough good
deeds over a period of 300 years, then one will be rewarded
with an immortal soul and be able to proceed to heaven. At
first glance, it appears that there will be a happy ending to
the fairy tale after all. 8 But the prospects of becoming immortal by becoming a spirit of the air are very small, since for
every bad deed the candidate witnesses, more time is added
to his life.
Again we see the cultural proscription against acknowledging unhappy things, for it is impossible not to witness
bad deeds in the world. Therefore, in the end, it seems that
one can have neither a rich, full life nor a rich afterlife. The
best one can do is not think about these things and pretend
that life is happy and fun, just as grandmother said. This
ending to the story purports to snatch the mermaid from
hopelessness, but in truth, she is being instructed to isolate
herself even further. If she sees bad deeds, she will be
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punished. This constitutes a warning to turn away from the
negative side and by extension from the individuation
process, since they only bring pain and make trouble.
MORE MERMAID MUSINGS

Andersen's tale gives those of Danish heritage a window
on some of the beliefs of our forbears. Of course, "The Little
Mermaid" is only one of many Andersen fairy tales; therefore
the belief system that has been extrapolated from it cannot be
taken as a key to the understanding of all Danes or DanishAmericans. An analysis of all of his tales would give a fuller
picture of the Danish psyche. However, the mermaid's
psychological profile does resonate with many Danes and
Danish-Americans. 9 For those who recognize a kinship with
the mermaid, this analysis may help put the pieces together
in a new and helpful way. Once we can see the whole forest,
we may be able to find the individual trees.
Understanding one's cultural heritage and the belief
system that is rooted in it has particular significance in
contemporary multicultural America, whether one is Danish
American or another hyphenated American. As more and
more people from different cultures interact with each other,
there is a greater likelihood for cross-cultural friction, which
often leads to misunderstandings and conflict. Having a
deeper understanding of what our underlying beliefs are and
what our words and actions are intended to communicate
thus becomes increasingly relevant. When we are not clear,
we lose our ability to communicate fully and deeply with
others; we lose our ability to fully understand and be understood. This leads to alienation and more conflict. In addition,
becoming more culturally aware allows us to absorb new
information, against which we can reevaluate our cultural
assumptions and perhaps make changes that might make
our lives work better.
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We return now to my original observation that many nonDanes were insensitive and rude. From the perspective of my
Danish upbringing, many people did seem to behave in an
insensitive and rude manner. They asked clear and direct
questions rather than gleaning information about me from
tangential sources. They asked for what they wanted instead
of letting me show my expertise at guessing their needs.
They did not attempt to guess my needs based on the scant
information I gave them. They expressed negative feelings
such as anger and pain rather than repressing them.
However, under a different belief system-one that valued
clarity and directness-such interactions would not be perceived as insensitive and rude. On the contrary, directness
and clarity would be appreciated. I would have been seen as
insensitive and rude for being vague and unclear.
After reading the original version of "The Little
Mermaid," we see that it bears little resemblance to the popular Disney film version. Disney undoubtedly changed the
story in order to cater to more traditional American beliefs.
No American parents would take their child to see a film in
which the protagonist's pursuit of love and marriage failed,
not to mention that the protagonist suffered tremendous
physical and emotional pain and in the end took her own life.
These are not healthy messages for an American child. It is
interesting what Disney did choose to portray for Americans.
Disney reduced the mermaid's longings to teenage infatuation and a desire for a human body without any suffering.
She loses little and gains little, a circumscribed role in a traditional marriage, rather than striving for something greater
like a soul. Andersen's heroine, on the other hand, is a much
stronger and more complex figure.
So what is it about the mermaid that makes her such a
popular and powerful symbol for Danes? 10 Her statue sits out
in the harbor of Copenhagen; her picture appears on stamps
and post cards; one finds figurines of her in Danish homes.
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The Danish people became collectively outraged and
obsessed when her statue was vandalized in January
1998. Some of her appeal may be that for many Danes she
represents two sides of their psyche-the
unacknowledged
and acknowledged. She is both a tragic figure and a lighthearted, whimsical one. Her tragic side speaks to what I
would describe as the Danes' feelings of loneliness and
isolation from themselves and from each other. The strong,
whimsical part speaks to their charm and their vigor.
One wonders about the origin of the attitudes expressed
in this tale. I can imagine that on long, dark, cold winter
nights, as people sat huddled around a fireplace to keep
warm, that expressions of anger or aggressiveness would be
intolerable. The winters were harsh; there was no practical
escape from the group; arguments could threaten one's
survival. It would make sense to rein in aggressive impulses.
A harsh climate makes the survival needs of the group more
competing than the needs of the individual.
The desire for peaceful coexistence may also be associated with the preference for indirect, non-confrontational
communication. As we have seen in the story, a by-product
of this style is that one becomes very skilled at guessing what
others need. Let us look more closely at this trait.
Guessing correctly about the needs of others is a highly
developed skill among many Danes, and is much admired. It
seems to be learned through observation and experience, not
by formal training. The child watches closely to see what
behavior earns him a positive response. There is rarely a
negative response, so an action by the child gets either no
response at all or a positive response. Once the dynamic of
this guessing game is learned, shame plays a role in its
perpetuation-it would be shameful for all concerned to seek
clarity. Feelings of shame would keep one from asking for
clarity, since asking would indicate that one was not clever
enough to guess correctly on one's own. Feelings of shame
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would also keep one from expressing oneself clearly since
that would acknowledge that one had a need, thus showing
that one was both taking oneself too seriously and that one
was not content and happy about the way things were.
Taking oneself seriously would also show that one had individual wishes and desires separate from the group which
would create a problem.
The preference for indirect and unclear communication as
well as the ongoing encouragement to remain part of the
group may help us understand the Danish tendency to
prolong and blur endings. We see this exemplified at the end
of the fairy tale. The ending seems less like an ending and
more like the beginning of a new story about the life of the
mermaid as a spirit of the air. The blurred ending can often
be seen in the way Danes end a social event at the home of
friends. First, the guest mentions that he should be thinking
of leaving, which is followed by the host's protestations and
often the beginning of a new activity, such as a late night
snack. The guest then moves towards the door and mentions
the late hour and his desire not to overstay his welcome. The
host then prolongs the exit by suggesting that he pack up
some leftover food for the guest. This is followed by the host
and the guest moving outside to the guest's car and the
beginning of yet another, often more personal conversation.
Finally, with the hosts tacit permission, the guest reluctantly
leaves. This curious process can be understood in terms of
the cultural discomfort about separation from the group.
Since being a happy member of the group is of utmost
importance, any sign of drawing away represents a threat to
the group. In order to assuage the collective anxiety produced
in this situation, everyone must indicate that he really does
not want the evening to end. Protracted leave-taking allows
both parties not to feel abandoned. The host only reluctantly
gives the guest permission to leave, thus letting the guest
know that he is really wanted. The guest leaves only because
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his obligations make it impossible for him to stay thus letting
the host know that he is highly valued. Both parties feel
affirmed and feel that their membership in the group is solid
and safe. I would infer, however, that both parties have other,
unacknowledged feelings as well, including a sense that
relationships are exhausting and engulfing, since it is difficult
to disengage.
This sense of being engulfed may give us a clue or an
insight into the high suicide rate in Denmark. Although
engulfed relationships may appear to be very stable and
secure, they really are not because there is no room for the
person to be fully present. As long as parts of the self are split
off and not included in a relationship, the attachment
remains insecure and the people often feel alienated from
themselves and each other. These are conditions that are
often seen as precursors to suicide.
We have discussed the preference for non-verbal communication. In the story, we saw two examples of this: the dance
and the expressive eyes. We might take this a step further
and wonder if there are specific culturally accepted meanings to types of non-verbal behavior. If there are, then it could
be helpful for non-Danes to know what those meanings are.
For example, does giving a gift or doing a favor for someone
usually mean caring and love? Does silence indicate disapproval? Does ridicule in the form of humor indicate anger?
Does hiding mean that one is sad? To really understand the
Danish psyche, it would be useful to try to decode various
contextual cultural behaviors such as the ones mentioned
abovethat are used to cope with destabilizing emotions.
We have looked at the use of second-hand information in
thestory and seen how it provides a means for information
transfer. It also has other, equally important functions. One is
that it allows for communication and connection without
If-revelation. People can feel a semblance of closeness by
ing about other people whom they know in common. It
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also provides a means of discussing behavior in an impersonal manner, thus learning what is culturally tolerable. For
instance, behavior that one is personally considering can be
projected onto an absent person, thus testing the general
reception. If the response is negative, then one is warned, so
if one does try it, one can expect disapproval. This style of
communication has yet another function-as
a framework
for venting criticism and righteous indignation. As long as the
venting is not done directly to the person being discussed, it
is acceptable. It is an indirect way of expressing negative
feelings about another without risking the vulnerability of
speaking directly to that person. Thus, venting functions as a
built in safety valve for releasing negative emotional steam.
There is a side effect of this belief system that isn't specifically reflected in the story. When people are encouraged to
see themselves as flawed and ugly on a deeply personal
level, they often develop a sense of inferiority and a lack of
self-esteem. The admonition against taking oneself seriously
or paying attention to one's negative feelings contributes to
this. We might wonder from this if those Danes or Danish Americans who follow the mermaid's belief system suffer
more than others from low self-esteem.
A particularly charming side of the Danish character, only
slightly hinted at in the story, is their humor. Given the belief
system we have been discussing, it is reasonable to expect
that the type of humor we would encounter is one that pokes
fun at oneself and others. 11 This would be a natural outgrowth
of the attitude of not taking oneself too seriously. In addition,
since this type of humor can be seen as quite endearing, it can
be used as a means of connecting with others . But there is
another use for this kind of humor. "Poking fun" can also be
quite cruel and therefore can be an unacknowledged outlet
for anger. The butt of the humor is not supposed to see the
cruelty, and so denies his own angry response to this abuse.
He must join in the laughter even at his own expense other-
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wise he would be taking himself too seriously. Being poked
at also has the side effect of discouraging the receiver from
expressing tender and vulnerable feelings, since to do so
might lead to being humiliated.
FINE TUNING A MINDSET
Let us now take a final look at that group of Danes and
Danish-Americans who follow the mermaid's belief system.
They are people who value group cohesion above the needs
of the individual. They are strongly invested in keeping
things running smoothly and calmly. At their gatherings,
people are friendly, good-humored and fun. There are few
disagreements and almost no overt expressions of anger,
rage, pain, sorrow, neediness or deep feeling. They appear
light-hearted and seem not to take themselves or life too seriously. Interpersonal or intrapersonal problems are brushed
aside or ignored. They avoid deep connection and intense
communication in favor of a calm, self-contained expression.
Non-verbal means of expression are encouraged and valued.
They appear to be kind, civil and fun-loving. They are easy
to get along with and usually radiate a sense of safety and
comfort to others. This is an entirely admirable set of qualities.
But unfortunately, despite this cheerful appearance,
feelings of hopelessness and despair are not far away.
Splitting off negative feelings does not really work, since
these feelings do not disappear when they are ignored or
disowned. They hover somewhere within and all too often
engender a festering sense of despair.
Is there any way to resolve this dilemma? Is it possible to
take this belief system, which has so many positive aspects,
and modify and strengthen it while still retaining its basic
integrity? The fairy tale itself indicates a direction. Early on,
the mermaid knows that her path involves encountering the
negative, split-off parts of her personality which reside in the
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sea witch's realm. Her hunger to take back what has been
culturally denied to her is so strong that she is willing to risk
death to achieve it. However, her journey leads her to
attempt to expand her experience of the world without seeing
that the changes she desires cannot be included successfully
within her existing belief system. If the mermaid had been
able to understand her belief system, she might have seen
that her core belief was a limiting factor and that with care it
could be expanded to include the split-off parts. In the bargain
she made with the sea witch, the mermaid was preordained
to fail, because it never included the opportunity for her to
become fully human. She never had full access to all the parts
of herself-the positive and the negative-which
is integral
to becoming fully functional in the broader world. The price
for keeping part of the self split off-an underlying sense of
hopelessness and despair-is very high. The mermaid's task
therefore would be to get to know the denied feelings, and
find a respectful way to include them in her personal
relationships and in her community. This means she would
have to change her attitude to a position that values open
and honest communication, that welcomes negative feelings
as well as positive ones, and that respects the competing
needs for autonomy and intimacy. To accomplish this
change, the Merkingdom would have to carefully craft a new
set of behaviors for containing the previously split off
feelings. As long as they are split off, there is no need to cope
with them; but if they are to be reclaimed, one needs ways to
cope, otherwise they would be too overwhelming. A great
deal of dialogue and interaction would need to take place
between the sea witch and the Merkingdom if eventually she
is to be invited back into the Merkingdom and accorded the
respect and acknowledgment she deserves. The task of reintegration, although difficult, is well worth the effort. The sea
witch's kingdom is full of potential riches Reclaiming her
will not destroy the Merkingdom as might be feared; it will
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instead enrich life with an expanded sense of vitality, energy
and creativity. Claiming this vitality is the next step for both
the Merkingdom and for those Danes and Danish-Americans
who ascribe to its beliefs.
Out in the harbor of Copenhagen sits the statue of the
mermaid perched on a rock. She sits alone and serene-a
constant reminder to many people of Danish heritage of
themselves and how they are in the world. Perhaps she
can also be seen as a symbol for the personal reintegration
that beckons.
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Footnotes

Read: mermaids and mermen.
I am using the term" Americans" to refer to people whose families ha
lived in America at least two generations.
3
Andersen wrote this tale in 1837. Although many of his stories
based on old folk tales, "The Little Mermaid" is an original story.
4
It is probably not an accident that Andersen chose the lightheart
whimsical character of a mermaid to embody the important cul
beliefs outlined in this paper.
5
The suicide rate in Denmark is 28.7 per 100,000 people (1984) as co
pared to 11.4 per 100,000 people (1980) in the U.S. Encyclopedia
Suicide, 1988.
6
It is important to remember that when we talk about the merm ·
throwing herself into the ocean , we are actually talking about a
human being. Mermaids can survive in the ocean, whereas humant
will eventually drown .
7
Shame, as used here, refers to an experience of the self as flawed or
inadequate.
8
Andersen may have tacked on this happy ending to make the story
more palatable to his Dani sh readers.
9
See Appendix II for a comparison of how closely a random sample of
Danes, DanishAmericans and non-Danes adhere to the mermaid's
beliefs.
10
The little mermaid continues to be an important symbol in contemporary
Denmark. Recently, the Danish Princess Alexandra, wife of Prince
Joachim, while on a trip to Greenland, was honored with a
Greenlandic name-Mikissok
Kungustarier-which
means "The
Little Mermaid." Billed Blad. August 21 1997.
11
The Danish entertainer Victor Borge is a wonderful example of this type
of humor.
1

2
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APPENDIX I
SUMMARY OF THE BELIEFS REFLECTED IN
"THE LITTLE MERMAID"

Core belief:
• Being a part of the community is a happy experience.
Beliefs about feelings:
• Negative feelings exists but need to be avoided, as
they only bring pain and sorrow.
• Avoid knowing what you feel.
Beliefs about how to comport oneself:
• Do not take life or yourself too seriously.
• Appear light-hearted and easy going.
• Take on challenges and ignore the dangers.
• Endure physical pain and keep it private.
• If the pressures of life become intolerable, it 1s
acceptable to commit suicide.
Beliefs about communication:
• Transmit and gain information indirectly through a
third party.
• Communicate in a vague manner.
• Develop the ability to guess the needs of others.
• Take action to distract others from uncomfortable
feelings.
• Express feelings in non-verbal, subtle ways.
Beliefs about individuation:
• Remain a part of the group. Do not individuate.
• Avoid thinking for yourself.
• The deeper parts of the self are ugly and should not
be shared.
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APPENDIX II
MERMAID SURVEY

Based on the beliefs outlined in Appendix I, the following
informal survey was developed to find out if people of
Danish background, more than others, ascribe to the mermaid's beliefs. Although this is not a rigorous scientific
survey the results are nevertheless intriguing. We do see that
people of Danish background are more in agreement with
the mermaid's beliefs than are non-Danish people. We also
see that Danish-Americans are more closely aligned with
the mermaid's belief system than are Danes. Hopefully,
these initial findings will lead to more in-depth research on
this subject.
100 people participated in this survey:

• 26 people were born in Denmark of Danish parents and
are represented on the charts as "DDD".
• 22 people were born in the U.S.A. and one or both of
their parents were born in Denmark. They are referred
to as "U. someD".
• 52 people had no first or second generation connection
with Denmark. They are referred to as "no D".
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The world is a happy, joyful place.
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It's important to not take yourself too seriously.
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Things almost always work out for the best.
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I don't see much pomt 1ntalking about sad and painfut occurrences.
Sometimes I get into situations that later tum out to have been
□ □
dangerous.
T alkmg in too direct a manner seems insensitive to me.
□ □
In general life 1sa lot of fun.
0 □
Often I'm not sure what I feel.
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and make them feel better .
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I don't feel very skillful at expressing myself verbally.
Physical pain should be endured and kept pnvate.
D □
It's more important to be pleasant than to be frank.
OD
I like to get together and discuss the act1V1t1es
of mutual friends.
0 D
If my life were really hard I could see committing suicide.
□ □
I don't believe that what I feel matters much.
□ □
0 D
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Dangerous activities don't scare me off.
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I think it's rude to ask directly for what yoo want.
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□ 0
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It's important to me that my family hke me.
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FIGURE I is a copy of the survey. If one responded "agree" to all 34 statements , one would be strongly aligned with the beliefs listed in Appendix I.
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FIGURE II indicates the average number of "agree" responses for each of
the three groups.
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FIGURE III sorts the survey results into the five categories listed
Appendix I.
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Hans ChristianAndersen'sStatue in
Lincoln Park,Chicago
by Birgit Flemming Larsen
I barely noticed that they placed me in a flagdraped automobile and that, accompanied by an
escort, it progressed slowly down a wide avenue,
while crowds of people on the sidewalks, children and
adults, cheered enthusiastically. -- We drove through a
large park, many times larger than KongensHave ("The
King's Garden", a park in Copenhagen), and here, too,
there were rows upon rows of people, and finally we
stopped in front of a statue - and lo and behold, it was
myself, and looked just like me, sitting with a young
swan at my feet. -- Then my heart melted, then all the
memories of hardship disappeared, all of the fears and
old sorrows fled my mind, and I felt humble, grateful,
deeply moved, but also joyful and consoled. My poor
efforts of the pen had been successful after all; even
here in the fairytale land of the wild redskins was I
known and understood.
In his short story, "If H.C. Andersen Came to Chicago",
Danish-American author Christian Bay let the famous writer
of fairytales visit America. In Chicago he was shown the
Hans Christian Andersen statue in Lincoln Park. 1 In fact,
Andersen (1801-1875) never did visit the United States.
Oddly ~nough, considering how much he traveled and how
large an interest he displayed in anything new, America - the
New World - was often in his thoughts, as recorded in his
diaries and in two of his stories,2 where America is described
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as the land of freedom and adventure. America is also the
subject of the poem Brffdremeget langt herfa(Brothers very far
from here) with the familiar refrain: Skadeat Amerika liggeskal
sd langt herfra (A pity that America should lie so far away). 3
Facing up to the trials of a long sea voyage may have been
too much for him. Had Hans Christian Andersen ever made
the journey to America and to Chicago, he would not have
seen himself as a statue in Lincoln Park. He died in 1875, 21
years before the unveiling of this monument in 1896.
The Hans Christian Andersen Monument Association

Although it is not known who first had the idea of
erecting a statue in commemoration of the writer of fairytales, it first came to light in Chicago. Morris Salmonsen, a
Danish man of letters who came to America in 1872, wrote
that the Danish-American sculptor Johannes Sophus Gelert
had long dreamed of making a Hans Christian Andersen
statue. Gelert lived in Chicago and was one of a group that
included the Danish consul Andrew Petersen. The Consul
expressed interest in the project, and, as it turned out,
became one its most enthusiastic sponsors. 4
Following the Civil War, commemorative statues were
commissioned throughout the United States, and toward the
end of the 1800s, many groups of immigrants began to erect
statues as symbols of their national origins. A veritable
monument fever seemed to have infected the country. 5 In
Chicago, the German contingent began work on a Schiller
statue as early as 1886. As the first among the Scandinavians,
the Swedes unveiled a Carl von Linneaus statue in 1881.6 The
Danish Americans were thus inspired to begin thinking
about a Danish statue.
The actual decision to create a Danish monument was
taken at a large gathering of Danish Americans in Chicago in
late 1891. The society "Dania" had taken the initiative in
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organizing the meeting. 7 The monument was to be placed in
one of Chicago's beautiful parks as proof that, like other
ethnic groups, the Danes shared a desire to give a good
account of the culture of their homeland in America.
Interaction with other ethnic groups had led to an increased
awareness of the homeland as a symbol of unity, and the
growing nationalism experienced in Europe toward the end
of the century was thus reflected in America. 8 A Danish monument was also intended to serve as a sign that Danes in
America had not forgotten their Danish heritage. From the
beginning, there was no doubt that the statue was to be of the
Danish author Hans Christian Andersen, whose works were
also read and loved in many American homes. 9 Erik
Johannesson has made an interesting observation on the
subject of the choice of symbols for monuments, and he
maintains that immigrants from the old, independent
countries of Europe chose to commemorate cultural heroes. 10
Ethnic groups were far from homogeneous, however, and
their members represented
different levels of society,
political preferences and religions. 11 Perhaps it was these
differences that made it easier to agree on the choice of a
symbol of a common cultural heritage - e.g. a much-loved
national author or artist.
The 1981 Dania meeting in Chicago appointed a committee,
''The Hans Christian Andersen Monument Association",
with a board comprised of four members: Danish Consul
Andrew Petersen was appointed
chairman, August
Hyllested, vice-chairman, Christian B. Hansen, treasurer and
rl M. Koedt, secretary. Members of the committee included
all the editors of Danish publications in America, together
"th all the chairmen of Danish organizations in America
d all the Danish consuls in the United States. There was
doubtedly a desire to provide the best possible basis for
tionwide support. The monument was to be unveiled on
pril 2, 1893, the birthday of Hans Christian Andersen. This
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choice of year was particularly significant, as the World's Fair
was to be held on Chicago for in 1894. Danes from all over
the United States would be coming to Chicago for the Fair,
and the monument would serve as a strong manifestation of
Danishness. The first task of the committee was to place an
announcement
in all Danish publications in America,
encouraging both large and small. The idea was to demonstrate that it was the people themselves who wished to erect
this statue to commemorate a man who had brought honor
to the name of Denmark.12
At later meetings, it proved difficult to agree on what
artist should be asked to create the sculpture, what form it
should take - should the author be depicted standing or sitting - and where it should be placed. Why not do what the
Swedes had done and copy a statue in the homeland? 13 Why
not have a copy made of the Hans Christian Andersen statue
in Kongens Have in Copenhagen ?14 It was suggested that a
competition be held to find the right artist. Gelert and his
friends opposed this idea, fearing it might mean that he
would not be chosen. to counter the idea of competition,
Gelert presented a model of a sculpture of a seated Andersen,
and this model was approved by the committee. 15
The Artist

Gelert was born in Schleswig in 1852. He displayed artistic
talent at an early age in drawings and clay sculptures. When
in 1866 the family moved to Copenhagen, he was apprenticed to a wood carver, and in 1870 he was accepted as a
pupil at the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts from which
he graduated in 1875.16 Having completed his education, he
spent time in Stockholm, Paris and Berlin where he produced
a number of significant works, and following a brief stay in
Denmark in 1882, he received a scholarship that enabled him
to travel to Italy. This money paid for a stay of one year. From
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1883 to 1887, Gelert was back in Denmark, and during that
period, he completed work commissioned for The Marble
Church in Copenhagen as well as a number of busts of,
among others, well-known Danish actors and artists. In the
summer of 1887, he emigrated to America and settled in
Chicago. One of his first large commissions there was for The
Haymarket Monument erected in commemoration of the
police massacre that occurred during the riots of 1886.17
Many other commissions followed. And now Johannes
Gelert was asked to create the sculpture of his dreams - a
statue of Hans Christian Andersen. The artist's studio was in
Oak Street, where author and pastor Kristian 0stergaard
visited him and wrote the following impression of the
sculpture:
We enter the large studio through a sizable
entrance hall ...and in the center of the room an Italian
artist stands working on an enormous plaster figure of
Hans Christian Andersen whose back is turned
toward the visitor. One is immediately aware that this
is the work of a Danish artist. Gazing on the old teller
of fairytales, whose figure is depicted with such a fine
sense of what was most characteristic of Andersen's
nature as could be seen only by an important artist,
one forgets that there are other works in the room.
Danish people from all over the United States have
given money for the creation of the Hans Christian
Andersen monument to be placed in one of Chicago's
most beautiful parks; and none who sees this work
will doubt that the men who took this initiative have
been fortunate in turning to Johannes Gelert. The artist
has made a splendid choice in depicting Andersen sitting on the stump of a tree with the swan ("the ugly
duckling") at his side and a dreamy look in his eyes,
suggesting that he is entertaining his Muse and, in
reality, is far away in the magic world of words. This is
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also reflected in the gentle mood that rests over the
entire figure, giving bodily forms, in themselves
unlovely, something inexplicably attractive - that indescribable something, causing one to feel fondness for a
thing in spite of its ugliness. 18
Placing the Monument

With Gelert, the sculpture was in good hands; now only
the money was lacking. Erecting a statue of the immortal,
world famous author was felt to be a Danish-American
national issue. Collections were taken in Danish circles all
over the United States. A year later, however, it was obvious
that not enough time had been allowed for the endeavor; the
collection of money was progressing too slowly, and erection
of the monument had to be postponed indefinitely.
Nonetheless, Chicago did get its first provisional Hans
Christian Andersen statue in 1893. Within its larger exhibition
Denmark had organized two small displays for the World's
Fair, presenting Hans Christian Andersen and the sculptor
Bertel Thorvaldsen, and statues of two well-known Danes
flanked the entrance to the Danish exhibition. The statue of
Hans Christian Andersen, made in 1889 by Danish sculptor
Rasmus M. Andersen (1861-1930), had been transported
across the Atlantic, and after the exhibition was over, it was
presented to Northwestern University in Evanston, just
north of Chicago. 19
Despite disappointment
at having to postpone the
unveiling of the real Hans Christian Andersen monument,
the collection of funds continued. Bazaars and concerts were
held and new subscription lists sent out. Early 1896 it was
possible to announce that the unveiling would take place on
the 26th of July that year. 20 Selection of the symbol of Danish
heritage to be commemorated had presented no problem,
and even the choice of artist had gone smoothly, but many
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long and sometimes heated discussions were held in an effort
to determine where the statue should stand. 21 The choice was
between Humboldt Park and Lincoln Park. The Danish
societies in Chicago wanted the statue to be placed in
Humboldt Park. Lincoln Park, on the other hand, was the
preference of the board of the monument association. Lincoln
Park was considered to be the finest of Chicago's parks with
its beautiful location on the shores of Lake Michigan, and
with statues of, among other, Abraham Lincoln and Ulysses
S. Grant, it was well on its way to becoming an American
Pantheon. 22 The Germans' statue of Friederich Schiller and
the Swedes' of Carl von Linneaus had also been erected here.
The board finally decided on Lincoln Park.

The Unveiling
Unfortunately, the unveiling had to be postponed once
again. This time the postponement was due to a problem
with the granite base of the statue. The stone was to be
carved by the stone cutter Nielsen in Minneapolis according
to Gelert' s design. Unfortunately, the stone Nielsen dressed
proved too small, and this fact was discovered too late to
have a new base ready for the agreed date of the unveiling.
Vice-consul Koedt had been so certain of the date that he had
arranged to have the church bells in Odense ring on that
date, and plans had also been made for the laying of a wreath
on Hans Christian Andersen's grave in Copenhagen on July
26. Both arrangements had to be cancelled. 23 In August, the
organizers ventured to set a new date -September 26, 1896 and on this date the statue was finally unveiled. 24
Many preparations had been made for the day of the
unveiling. The festivities were to follow a pattern set by the
Germans on the unveiling of the Schiller statue in 1886, a pattern also followed by other ethnic groups in years to come. 25
First there was a parade of festively decorated cars, driving
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in procession from the lake front to Lincoln Park. The Danish
societies were well represented, and all the participants wore
Andersen souvenirs in the buttonholes. A crowd of people
had gathered with great enthusiasm and shouts of "hurrah!"
The ceremony itself was opened by Vice-consul Koedt who
welcomed the gathering. The principal speech was given by
the Danish-American pastor and author, Adam Dan. His
beautiful speech began with the following words:
As when a powerful fairy waves its magic wand,
and changes everything to light and beauty, so has the
name Hans Christian Andersen a magic ring to it. It
gives us inspiration -- healthy enthusiasm. It moves us
from the turmoil of everyday life into the peaceful and
complete isolation of the forest. It brings out the good
in us, and we need that.
He then spoke of Andersen's writing, a symbol of everything Danish and capable of opening the gate to the
sanctuary of poetry. His writing is as light as the forest of
the North and as deep as the blue straits that touch the shores
of Denmark's islands". It was the Danish people of America
that had raised this statue of this man of the people. It meant
something to be Danish, and now Danes could point at the
new statue and say:
He is also Danish who is great enough to stand side
by side with Shakespeare and Schiller, with Linneaus
and Benjamin Franklin, with Grant and Abraham
Lincoln, and world fame spreads its glory over the
common Danish name: Hans Christian Andersen.
Following the principal speech, the Danish consul,
Andrew Petersen, spoke. The Consul addressed the gathering
in English and concluded by saying:
Let this creation of bronze stand here as a memento
of our gratitude and affection toward the land of liberty, the United States.
The statue, covered by the Danish flag, Dannebrog, was
O
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finally unveiled, and the beauty of Gelert' s work could be
admired by all. The crowd applauded and cheered. The
Consul made an official presentation of the sculpture to the
Lincoln Park Commission and expressed the desire that for
generations to come it should serve as a sign of the Danes'
love of America and Chicago. The president of the park
commission, F.H. Winston, accepted the statue and promised
that it would be maintained and cared for in memory of the
author and as a valuable gift from the Danes to America. This
promise has been kept, and one hundred years after its
unveiling, the statue continues to stand on it original site.
The American circuit judge, John Gibbons, then spoke of
Hans Christian Andersen's universal significance as an
author. In his speech, Gibbons mentioned the idea of Lincoln
Park as Chicago's Pantheon and also drew a comparison
between ancient Rome and America:
When ancient Rome, mistress of the world, conquered the surrounding nations, she bore away their
gods and enshrined them in the temple of all gods - the
Pantheon - whereas this, our new and beloved
Republic, does not go out to conquer nations by gory
wars to despoil the temples of their gods or dethrone
them among their own people, but rather the good
people of all climes freely come and dwell with us and
freely do they bear their gods to our natural Pantheon
here, whose dome is Heaven's concave, whose confines are bordered not by the Yellow Tiber, but by the
crystal waters of our inland sea. These are brought not
to dwell in captivity but to be with their own people,
to breathe the air of liberty in exhilarating droughts,
that liberty which was the dream of their lives, the
inspiration of their souls.
Gibbons continued in the same romantic vein, praising
the teller of fairytales whose works would live long after the
monument was no more. The speech was roundly applauded.
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The gathering then demanded to see the sculptor, and
Johannes Gelert had to mount the platform and receive the
tribute of his compatriots.
Finally, the choral society, "Heimdal",
sang Hans
Christian Andersen's "I Danmark er jeg f0dt" .26
The statue became a favorite meeting place of Danes in
Chicago for whom Hans Christian Andersen continued to be
a symbol of all that was Danish. But not only that - as Adam
Dan said in his speech:
Although Danish through and through, in language
and a heart, he is, in fact, the fairytale teller of the
world, attracting the hearts of all children. Few rise
from a childhood in poverty to the peak of world
reknown.
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Danebod: A Traditionof
Strengthand Spirit
by Ann Svendsen

The Danes have always expressed their joys by having
festivals. Fastelavns (Fest before Lent) is celebrated on
Shrove Tuesday . The Fifth of June, a traditional celebration,
remembers the day Denmark got its first constitution and
became a democracy. America's patriotism and freedom are
celebrated on the Fourth of July. The bounties of agriculture
are celebrated with the annual Harvest Festival. Christmas is
celebrated not only in the majesty and solemnity of a candlelight church service but by dancing around a huge tree when
the children also recieve bags of candy, apples and nuts,
and gifts.
It was with a festival that Danish immigrants, in 1885,
celebrated the founding of Danebod, their new settlement
in Tyler, Minnesota, a community today of 1257 civic- .
minded people.
The name "Danebod" is rooted in Danish history. The 9th
century queen, Thyra, wife of King Gorm, successfully rallied
and united her people to build a wall of defense against
foreign invaders. In gratitude, they gave her the surname
"Danebod," which means "the-one who mends snd saves
the Danes."
In 1880, of the 107,700 Scandinavians in Minnesota, only
6100were Danes. In Clinton, Iowa, in 1884, at a convention of
the Danish Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, which
had been established in 1872, a committee was appointed to
find a piece of land where scattered Danish immigrants
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might settle. They made arrangements with the Winona and
St. Peter Railroad Company to purchase 35,000 acres of land
in the southern part of Lincoln County, Minnesota, to include
the townships of Diamond Lake, Hope and Marshfield,
south, north and east of Lake Benton lake . In the agreement,
it was stipulated that for three years, this land was to be sold
only to Danish people. If 12,000 acres were sold, 240 acres
would be donated as sites for churches and schools .
By June 27, 1885, a Saturday, approximately 70 settlers
from various locations had congregated in the town of Lake
Benton, their purpose being to tour the area and buy land. In
the early morning, a long caravan of lumber wagons headed
north four miles over the Lake Benton hills to a spot in
Diamond Lake Township where one of the churches in the
Danish colony was later built. Here they turned east and,
after a lunch pause, went through the small town of
Marshfield, the first county seat, ending the tour in Tyler and
the area they named "Danebod." Before sunset, over 3000
acres of the rolling prairie had been sold in 80 and 160 acre
plots at a cost of from $5 to $8 per acre . The only trees were a
tree claim at Danebod. In one of his books, Carl Hansen related,
somewhat facetiously, that the only shade found was behind
the fence posts.
The following Sunday morning, several of the pioneers
sailed in a small steamboat to an island close to the north
shore of Lake Benton to celebrate the founding of the new
colony at a folk festival.
Beginning with worship services, Pastor A.S. Nielsen,
president of the synod, preached the sermon based on
Romans 8:22-23, a text based on hope. Following a festive
picnic, there was much singing, and lectures by Pastors
Kristian Anker and F.L. Grundtvig . Two original songs, written
especially for the day, were sung. (It is a Danish custom that,
for special Occasions, songs and poems are written by
anyone who wishes or who has the talent to do so). The
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Danes, hopefully and confidently, looked forward to a rich,
happy life of tilling the soil, and building churches and
schools as they had known in their homeland.
Most of the people who had purchased land went home,
not returning until the spring of 1886 to begin building their
farms. Life was hard and many were poor, having to borrow
money at exorbitant interest rates - usually 9% on land and
2% per month on smaller loans. But by sharing, neighbor
with neighbor, they managed to survive.
The cemetery was dedicated on June 27, 1886, the first
recorded church service and, on July 11, 1886, the Danebod
congregation was formally organized with 15 members. In
the constitution that was adopted, a paragraph excluding
members who belonged to "secret societies" was included.
Due to controversy, this was later deleted. However, the first
pastor called, F.L. Grundtvig, declined because he was vehemently opposed to secret societies .
The second pastor called, Jorgen Hansen of Michigan,
also declined as he was only offered $300 plus "hay for a cow
or two" annually, so, from time to time, people met in various homes, singing hymns and listening to a layman reading
a sermon.
In April, 1888, the first pastor, H.J. Pedersen, his wife and
six children, and their hired man, arrived in Tyler. It was a
cold morning and since no kindling wood had been placed in
the small house assigned to them, the children were sent to
the local mercantile to beg for some kindling. Thanks to the
local merchant, the hired man soon had the house warm.
Pedersen received his education in a folk school in
Denmark. He immigrated to the United States in 1875 and
upon his ordination, served the congregation in Gowen,
Michigan. In 1880, he became the president of the folk school
in Elkhorn, Iowa.
While Pedersen served as president of the folk school in
Elkhorn, there were many students, some who settled in the
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colony. Land values rose and Pedersen prospered. In 1882,
however, he returned to Michigan and built the Ashland Folk
School near Grant. The school did not prosper and Pedersen,
with restless energy, looked for new opportunities.
When the call came from Danebod, he eagerly accepted,
saying the size of the salary was unimportant; he wanted
the opportunity to build a folk school in this new Danish
settlement.
After the church service on the first Sunday, Pedersen
drove around on an inspection tour. The synodical land
committee had planned to build a church northwest of Tyler.
Later, they accepted an offer of an "American" willing to
donate four acres at the edge of Tyler provided the
church was built there. Pedersen, however, had other,
more practical plans.
A quarter section of land a half mile south of Tyler was for
sale for $1000 from the owner, a congressman named Brown
from Missouri. On a hill where the church was eventually
built, Pedersen asked the driver to stop. He looked and
looked and then, without hesitation, said, "On this hill near
this beautiful view, we will build church and school."
Pedersen paid an additional $1.25 per acre to the government
to get a clear title. Then he built a barn where the family
lived, temporarily. Today, it is a garage.
A pious Christian, an eloquent speaker, an independent
thinker, and able in both church and community affairs, he
guickly assumed leadership and became, in effect, the
"founder of Danebod."
The congregation, at this point, owned neither church,
parsonage, nor, officially, land on which to build. They had
asked the Synod repeatedly for a deed to land that had been
set aside for churches and schools. Finally, at the church
convention in Elkhorn in September, 1888, they gave Tyler 77
acres of land, Diamond Lake, 93 acres, and the synod
retained 66 acres.
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Monetary donations of $1167 had come in in response to
Pedersen' s challenge so a folk school could be built. Despite
much donated labor and the donated money, a debt of $3000
was incurred. Pedersen sold several lots and reduced the
debt, reserving two lots west of Danebod, however. "There
someday a church and parochial school will be built," said
Pedersen.
The three story wooden structure opened on December 1,
1888, it being the largest building in the community, with
Pedersen as president. Because the congregation was growing, the folk school was enlarged a few years later, but in
1917, it burned down. With the help of donations from the
community and other synodical congregations, a new,
enlarged three story brick structure was built at a cost of
$33,000 and it was dedicated nine months later, debt free.

The second Danebod folk School, built at a cost of $33,000 in 1917.
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For several years, three to four month sessions were held
at the Folk School with the young men attending in the winter and young women in the summer. Students came not
only from the local community but from many of the Danish
settlements throughout the United States. Classes were
offered in Danish history and literature, American history,
English, gymnastics, agriculture, home economics and
singing, with lectures being the prominent way of teaching.
The folk schools differed from conventional education in that
there were no grades, no credits, no examinations.
Folk schools were based on the philosophy of N.F.S.
Grundtvig, their spiritual father, that life on earth is not
merely a preparation for eternity, a pietist viewpoint, but a
God-given gift with its own value, and that education is not
just a necessary passage to livelihood and position, but a
source of learning, enlightenment and growth. From these
perspectives, there are Danes known as "Happy Danes" and
those known as "Holy Danes."
Church services had been held in the Folk School lecture
hall but, as the colony grew, the space seemed to shrink.
Pedersen offered to build an assembly hall if the congregation would donate $200 and supply the rock for building
material. The vote passed "underwhelmingly." Some people
said they understood that the money was going to be used
for a church, not an assembly hall. Pedersen explained that
for now, a hall could be used for worship, meetings, and
gymnastics; that they couldn't have meetings and gym in a
church. But, as the grumbling continued, Pedersen, at a congregational meeting, made the motion that the $200
appropriation be cancelled; he would pay for building the
hall himself. The motion passed.
In the fall of 1888, Kristian Klink, a stone mason from
Denmark and one of the first students at Danebod, offered to
take on the job of building the Stone Hall for nothing when
he heard the $200 had been withdrawn, provided he could
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take other jobs in order to make a living. (He had also plastered all the walls in the Folk School for nothing.) Klink was
assisted by Niels Petersen, another student who made the
same offer, he and a third student named Niels Madsen.

Danebod Stone Hall, the first meeting hall, built from native stone.

Farmers began hauling native rock from the shores of
Swan Lake, south of Danebod, and Klink and his helpers
split and shaped them. A special stone, marked K. Klink, was
placed inconspicuously in the northeast corner. If you look
closely behind the bushes, you can still see it today.
In the spring of 1889, Klink contracted rheumatic fever.
He told Pastor Pedersen that he had three wishes: First, that
he could live long enough to finish the Stone Hall; secondly,
that he could earn enough money to go home to Denmark;
and thirdly, that he could die quietly and peacefully and go
home to his Father's house in heaven. In the fall, the Stone
Hall was finished, but Klink became gravely ill. He told
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Pedersen he had had his first wish; he would not get his second, and he hoped that he would get his third. They talked,
sang a hymn, had the confession and the Lord's Prayer, and
Klink received Holy Communion and the benediction. A
peace settled over him. He arranged for the disposition of his
personal things and a few days later, he died. The first gathering in the Stone Hall was Klink' s funeral.
It became the center of the colony where Sunday services,
funerals, weddings, meetings and gym were held. There
were no pews or chairs; people sat on planks without back
rests.
In 1888, the colony had organized a school for its children
with classes held in a room in the folk school, but, as with
everything, that soon became too small also. So at a congregational meeting on January 31, 1892, Pastor Pedersen
donated a lot west of the Stone Hall on which to build a
parochial school The wooden structure was large enough for
20-30 students and living accommodations for the teacher.
The bell hanging in the bell tower bore a Danish inscription
(translated to English): 'For mother tongue and faith of our
Fathers; I call children to Danebod.' A school association and
a reading club were organized, and gradually, a library was
established.
The Stone Hall had now become too small also, so at a
congregational meeting on April 30, 1893, the motion passed
46-2 to build a new church on the lot west of the parochial
school. In July, with the crops looking good, the Danes were
hopeful and jubilant. But in the evening, a devastating hail
storm destroyed the entire crop. People were quiet, sad and
discouraged.
On the following Sunday, Pedersen preached an inspiring
sermon and the hymn, "We Are In Our Father's Hand," was
sung as it had been sung at the dedication of Danebod.
Pedersen said, "We are now on equal footing; we are all poor,
and now we need a church more than ever." A few days later,
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the farmers started hauling stones - 200 loads - and before
winter, the foundation was in place.
The church was built in the form of a cross, following the
pattern of the church in Vallekilde, Denmark. Bertel
Thorvaldsen' s Statue of Christ, "Come Unto Me," stands
behind the altar, which was carved out of oak as was the pulpit. The baptismal font was hand-hewn from a block of
granite. Narrow wood strips panel the walls and the ceiling
where they form the pattern of a star from which hangs a
ship made by Dr. F.N. Thomsen, a former Tyler dentist. The
ship, a symbol used in Danish churches, signifies the
Christian Church which carries the believer through storms
and waves.

Themajestic Danebod Lutheran Church, built at a cost of $5958 in 1895.

"THECROSS CHURCH"
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With donated labor, "The Cross Church at Danebod" was
dedicated June 16, 1895, with thel000-1500 people gathered
s1ng1ng:
Fair beyond telling,
Lord, is thy dwelling,
Filled with thy peace ...
Total cost: $5958.
In 1894, Pastor Pedersen built a parsonage south of the
church into which he moved his family. This was later moved
to a location south of Danebod. The present parsonage, a
large structure with five bedrooms, a sleeping porch, and
electric lights, was .built in 1915. The large classroom in the
basement was for years used for teaching the catechetical
classes.
In the fall of 1898, a committee of young people was
named to collect money for a church bell. It was hung two
years later and rang for the first time Sunday, November 25,
1900. Pastor Pedersen wrote the inscription on the bell (translated to English): 'As symbol of concord on foreign shores,
Gave Dane bod's youth speech and tongue.'
Following Danish tradition, the bell was rung three times
at half-hour intervals before Sunday services, when war was
declared and when peace was declared. A tradition that has
continued is to ring the bell at sunrise and sunset. The bell is
rung 50 times, once for each state. This is followed by nine
prayer beats; three each for the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.
Bell ringers were hired through the years until it became
increasingly difficult to find persons willing to commit themselves to this daily schedule. In 1976, Harald A. Petersen,
former superintendent of Tyler Schools, installed an automatic bell ringer which had been designed and made by his
sons, Paul and Niel, both mechanical engineers.
In 1903, a Gym Hall was built south of the Stone Hall
which was used not only for gymnastics but for celebrations,
folk dancing and plays. That same year, a granite boulder
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placed between the Folk School and the Stone Hall had been
erected by the congregation as a monument to H.J. Pedersen,
"the founder of Danebod." On July 20, 1905, Pedersen,
Dane bod's first pastor, died. At his funeral, the congregation
again sang, "We Are In Our Father's Hand."
In 1909, a Childrens' Home was built east of the Folk
School at a cost of $8000. Children who had lost one or both
parents were taken care of in this orphanage as this was the
days before government programs. When the need for a childrens' home decreased and a need for a home for the aged
increased, it became the Old Peoples' Home. Today, with two
additions, the facility has 190 resident rooms where persons
who require minimum care receive meals and laundry service as part of their rent. In addition, six apartment buildings
have been erected for persons able to do their own housekeeping. Danebod Village, as it is now called, is home to
persons from many different communities and churches.
When war was declared with Germany in 1917, the Danes
found that they had embraced their new land as their own
and that now, they were truly Americans. The demand to
speak English in the church and school increased and the
controversy, which had begun two years earlier, resulted in
some parishioners leaving Danebod to form another congregation, First English Lutheran Church.
Following the devastating tornado of August 21, 1918,
services were held under the trees on the Danebod lawn for
those who had lost their lives. Twenty-two caskets were laid
side-by-side in a long row. Eighteen persons were buried in
the Danebod cemetery and the rest elsewhere.
On Saturday, January 20, 1936, neighbors noticed smoke
coming from the church. Due to the quick thinking of the fire
chief, who threw a chemical bomb into the furnace room,
another tragedy was averted. A new hardwood floor by the
heat register had to be installed and the entire church redecorated due to smoke damage, but the church still stood,
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proud and tall.
In 1943, Pastor Enok Mortensen came to serve th
Danebod congregation. The Folk School had been deteriorat
ing, so shortly after his arrival, Mortensen organized an
effort to restore not only the building but the concept. In
1946, the Danish Fall Meetings were begun by Mortensen followed by the Family Camps in 1947.
In 1949, Mortensen and his wife, Nanna, accompanied by
friends, traveled to eastern New York to visit a couple they
had met at a church convention in Michigan. While there, he
found a rough plank of apple wood which he brought back
to Tyler. Contemplating what to do with it, Mortensen finally
decided to make a Celtic cross. A Danish hymn kept singing
in his ears:
"Filled with love my heart proposes
To adorn thy cross with roses
And to offer praise to thee."
And so he carved a wreath of Tudor roses around the center in which he had carved a Christogram, represented by the
two Greek letters, X and P. On August 12, he presented the
cross to the congregation. It was hung permanently in the
vestibule over the door leading into the church.
To commemorate their fiftieth anniversaries, the boards
of directors of the Danish Fall Meetings and the Family
Camps established a fund to erect a suitable monument to
honor Pastor Enok Mortensen and his legacy.
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"Kaempehoj," the dolmen erected in 1997, is a replica of stone monuments scattered around Denmark's country-side. It depicts the
endurance and longevity of the Danes and the fold school concept.

The dolmen, erected in the summer of 1997, is a replica of
Danish Viking stone monuments scattered throughout
Denmark's countryside. It is built on a grassy mound and
constructed of three huge stone megaliths on which rest a
giant capstone. This symbolizes the connection of the ancient
Danes to their stony landscape, and depicts the endurance
and longevity of not only the Danes but the folk school concept so loved by Mortensen.
Today, the entire Danebod complex is on the National
Register of Historic Places. The parochial school is gone but
a granite monument is erected in the spot where it stood. The
Folk School hosts three family camps, childrens' camps, the
Danish Fall Meetings, and a Creative Discovery Workshop
each year, as well as wedding showers and receptions, family
reunions, grief support groups, Alcoholics Anonymous, and
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the like. It is the only Folk School remaining out of the six
that were built in the United States. Folk dancing is still done
in the Gym Hall during the camps, and a local play is performed each spring. The Stone Hall is now a museum, and
the huge parsonage has been home to many pastors and their
families.
Danebod, the dream, and finally the reality of Danish
immigrants, has survived financial struggles, controversies
over language, personal differences, disasters, and other difficulties Because of having struggled with these problems
and overcoming them, Danebod today remains strong and
viable. It is probably because the Danes have long subscribed
to the belief in the hymn sung at the dedication and many
times thereafter, "we Are In Our Father's Hand."
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Junction City to DenmarkABOYH(X)DJOURNEY
By Visti Favrholt
Junction City to Denmark is a scintillating account of a boyhood that nurtured loyalties bound in dreams and
aspirations, and fired by real and imaginary conflicts. In clear
and poignant passages, the author leads us through transitions in life that confront us all. Keys to this adventure are
found in letters, fortunately saved, real life gems that sparkle
with an amazing range of insights. At times, the language is
reminiscent of Mark Twain's Tom or Huck. And, simultaneously, mature concerns emerge in a powerful descriptive
sweep that carries us between two small towns in two different countries. This is one journey worth traveling.
Otto N . Larsen, Professor Emeritus, University of Washington, Seattle
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By Gerald Rasmussen and Otto N. Larsen

"A most desired place for Danish folks to settle."

In the early 1900's, a group of danish immigrants settled in
and around a small town in the Willamette Valley of Oregon.
Like most immigrants, then and now, they came to stay and
to live as Americans, but that did not necessarily mean abandoning their ethnic heritage. In Junction City, these Danish
immigrants created an Oregon Danish Colony to preserve
and perpetuate their Danish language and culture. For a
time, they succeeded.
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